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A GAME THEORETIC FRAMEWORK FOR INTERCONNECT
OPTIMIZATION IN DEEP SUBMICRON AND NANOMETER DESIGN
Narender Hanchate
ABSTRACT
The continuous scaling of interconnect wires in deep submicron (DSM) circuits result in
increased interconnect delay, power and crosstalk noise. In this dissertation, we address the
problem of multi-metric optimization at post layout level in the design of deep submicron
designs and develop a game theoretic framework for its solution. Traditional approaches
in the literature can only perform single metric optimization and cannot handle multiple
metrics. However, in interconnect optimization, the simultaneous optimization of multiple
parameters such as delay, crosstalk noise and power is necessary and critical. Thus, the
work described in this dissertation research addressing multi-metric optimization is an
important contribution.
Specifically, we address the problems of simultaneous optimization of interconnect de-
lay and crosstalk noise during (i) wire sizing (ii) gate sizing (iii) integrated gate and wire
sizing, and (iv) gate sizing considering process variations. Game theory provides a natural
framework for handling conflicting situations and allows optimization of multiple param-
eters. This property is exploited in modeling the simultaneous optimization of various
design parameters such as interconnect delay, crosstalk noise and power, which are con-
flicting in nature. The problem of multi-metric optimization is formulated as a normal
form game model and solved using Nash equilibrium theory. In wire sizing formulations,
the net segments within a channel are modeled as the players and the range of possible wire
sizes forms the set of strategies. The payoff function is modeled as (i) the geometric mean
of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise and (ii) the weighted-sum of interconnect delay,
v
power and crosstalk noise, in order to study the impact of different cost functions with
two and three metrics respectively. In gate sizing formulations, the range of possible gate
sizes is modeled as the set of strategies and the payoff function is modeled as the geometric
mean of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. The gates are modeled as the players while
performing gate sizing, whereas, the interconnect delay and crosstalk noise are modeled as
players for integrated wire and gate sizing framework as well as for statistical gate sizing
under the impact of process variations.
The various algorithms proposed in this dissertation (i) perform multi-metric optimiza-
tion (ii) achieve significantly better optimization and run times than other methods such
as simulated annealing, genetic search, and Lagrangian relaxation (iii) have linear time
and space complexities, and hence can be applied to very large SOC designs, and (iv) do
not require rerouting or incur any area overhead. The computational complexity analysis
of the proposed algorithms as well as their software implementations are described, and
experimental results are provided that establish the efficacy of the proposed algorithms.
vi
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In deep submicron (DSM) circuits, the interconnects have become a dominant factor
in determining the overall circuit performance, reliability, and cost. The increase in the
integration density and the chip area results in the increase of total wire length per unit area
and decrease in interconnect pitch. According to the International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS) released in 2004, the feature size will continue to scale down at
the rate of 0.7× per generation to reach 22nm by 2008 [1]. This reduction rate enforces an
increase in impurity concentration and the scaling down of supply and threshold voltages to
maintain the electric fields in the device. As the supply voltage is scaled, the interconnect
dimensions must also be reduced to take advantage of the feature size scaling [2]. Hence, the
combined effect of chip size growth and scaling results in rapid increase of capacitance and
resistance of interconnect wires. This increases the propagation delay through interconnects
by a factor of S2S2C , where S is the scaling factor and SC is the chip size increase factor
which accounts for the increase in chip size from one generation of ICs to the next generation
[3].
The interconnect effects like the rising RC delay of on-chip wiring, noise considera-
tions such as crosstalk and delay unpredictability, uncertainty due to process variations,
reliability concerns due to rising current densities and oxide electric fields, and increasing
power dissipation are becoming increasingly prominent in deep submicron and nanome-
ter designs [4, 5]. The logic cell delays have reached picosecond range and continue to
reduce due to the scaling of the minimum feature size. However, the interconnect delays
are increasing and are capable of consuming the majority of the clock cycle time in DSM
designs [6]. The main reason for increased wire delays in DSM is the increase in resistance,
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which is inversely proportional to its cross-sectional area. Interconnect capacitances are
also increasing due to higher wiring densities needed to route DSM chips. The noise in
digital circuits is defined as any deviation of a signal from its stable value in those intervals
where it should have been stable otherwise. In deep submicron designs, the main sources
for noise are interconnect cross-capacitance due to coupling, power supply fluctuations,
mutual inductance and thermal noise due to self-heating caused by current flow [7].
The interconnect capacitance has three components: area or ground capacitance, fring-
ing field capacitance and coupling capacitance. The high aspect ratio of wires result in
more wire to wire capacitance among the neighboring wires in the same layer than the
area capacitance between upper/lower wiring layers [7]. In addition, wire space scaling due
to increased wiring densities also increases coupling capacitance. The interconnect cross-
capacitance noise is due to the charge injected in quiet/silent nets because of switching
in neighboring nets through the coupling capacitance between them. The charge injected
increases prominently in the deep submicron regime due to the increased coupling ca-
pacitance between adjacent nets causing reliability issues [8]. The noise due to coupling
capacitance is the dominant component among the noise sources and is a major concern
in deep submicron design [9]. Power supply noise is the spurious signal appearing at the
receiver due to the difference between the local reference voltage levels at the driver and
the receiver. There are two components of power supply noise: low frequency and high
frequency. The low frequency component is known as IR drop and is due to the variation in
the DC power supply and ground levels. The simultaneous switching of various sub-circuit
modules produce the high frequency component of power supply noise generally called as
delta noise. Mutual inductance noise is caused by the change in the magnetic field due
to the transient current flow through the loop formed by the signal wire and the current
return path. Thermal noise is due to the self heating caused by the current flow in the
interconnects, limiting the maximum allowed average current density.
The noise causes delay and functional failures due to Miller effects and signal deviations,
and increases the power consumption due to glitches. A static wire called the victim is
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perturbed by the switching activity on the neighboring wires called aggressors. When
the aggressors switch in same direction simultaneously, an undesirable voltage spike is
coupled on to the victim due to capacitive coupling causing false switching or voltage
overshoot affecting signal integrity [10]. Hence, it is important to design noise immune DSM
circuits considering the continuous trend of scaling of interconnect dimensions. Modeling
the noise of a circuit will need complete information of nets (its neighboring nets, the
length of overlap, spacing between the nets, etc) to analyze the coupling effects, and hence,
is typically performed after the final routing of the design [11]. The standard methods
practiced to reduce the DSM effects due to interconnects are driver sizing, buffer sizing,
buffer insertion, wire sizing, wire spacing, net ordering and wire shielding.
The aggressive scaling of VLSI technology has given rise to increased impact of process
variations on the performance, reliability and power of the fabricated circuits. Limitations
due to the manufacturing processes and environmental noise degrade the quality of signals
and affect the propagation delay of the circuit [4]. These effects force the propagation
delay to deviate from its typical or nominal value, resulting in delay unpredictability. This
deviation of the propagation delay due to delay unpredictability is defined as delay uncer-
tainty. The examples of factors which cause delay uncertainty are non-uniformity of gate
oxide thickness; imperfections in polysilicon etching, photolithography, planarization and
metal etching processes; and environmental noise due to changes in ambient temperature
and external radiation [12]. Uncertainty in propagation delay of signals can cause viola-
tions in set-up and hold timing constraints, resulting in timing failure of the design. To
eradicate these timing violations, the designer has to relax the timing constraints or has to
reduce the delay uncertainty. Relaxing timing constraints increases the clock period and
hence degrades the circuit performance. Thus, the designer has to reduce the delay uncer-
tainty in order to meet the tight timing constraints of the design without compromising
the performance of the design.
The device and interconnect scaling trends make the physical realization of devices and
interconnects unpredictable during front-end design, hence changing the paradigm of the
3
design problem from deterministic to probabilistic domain [5]. In addition, the process
tolerances do not scale proportionally, thereby causing the relative impact of the process
variations to increase dramatically with every new technology generation. The performance
of an integrated circuit is impacted by two distinct sources of variation [13]: (i) environmen-
tal factors which include variations in power supply voltage and temperature, (ii) physical
factors which include variations in the electrical and physical parameters characterizing
the behavior of active and passive devices, caused by processing and mask imperfections.
The physical factors can be further classified as: (i) die-to-die physical variations which are
largely independent of the design implementation and are usually modeled using worst-case
corners, (ii) within-die physical variations such as variations in gate dimension influenced
by layout design implementations, and for which worst-case corner modeling is insufficient
[5, 14]. The worst-case corner modeling maximizes a single device parameter (e.g. delay,
noise or power) and does not usually take the spatial correlations into account, thereby
resulting in too pessimistic an approach. As a result, some of the valid designs may be
rejected or have to be adjusted to meet artificial and inaccurate worst case limits. This can
lead to unnecessarily large chip area and power consumption as well as increasing design
efforts and costs.
The physical parameters such as the width, the thickness of the interconnects and
the effective length of the MOS devices vary significantly between the intra-die and inter-
die components. These physical variations lead to substantial variations in the electrical
parameters such as conductance, capacitance, inductance, threshold voltages, and leakage
currents of the CMOS devices and interconnects. The intra-die variations exhibit spatial
correlations, where devices that are close to each other have a higher probability of having
similar device properties than those which are placed far apart. Also, when coupled with
process variations, noise effects can produce worst-case design corner combinations for the
design that represents extreme operating conditions, causing prime reliability concerns.
Hence, it is essential for the design tools to account for these uncertainties and design
robust circuits that are insensitive to the process variations.
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1.1 Motivation: Multi-metric Optimization
To summarize the above discussion, the continuous device and interconnect scaling
trends in deep submicron and nanometer designs have resulted in prominent effects like
increased interconnect delay due to rising parasitic resistance and capacitance of on-chip
wiring, noise and reliability concerns due to crosstalk and coupling capacitance, delay
uncertainty due to process variations, and increased interconnect power dissipation. In
addition, the physical realization of devices and interconnects are unpredictable due to the
random nature of process variations. Thus, the major challenge is in achieving reliable,
low-power, and high-performance system implementations from the micro-architecture level
down to the layout level, considering unpredictable behavior due to process variations. In
order to realize such a system implementation, the traditional method of design opti-
mization for numerous years - single metric optimization with other design parameters
as constraints, is no longer effective or sufficient. On the contrary, in DSM circuits, it is
significantly important to simultaneously optimize various design parameters (interconnect
delay, crosstalk noise, delay uncertainty, interconnect power). Hence, there is a need for
new methods and algorithms capable of performing multi-metric optimization.
Multi-metric optimization in conflicting environments is a difficult problem since the
normal definition of an optimal value no longer applies or valid. For example, an optimal
gate size for one metric may not be optimal for another metric. The optimal policy at
any given instance depends on the polices for other metrics, keeping the best interest
of the entire system in view. While most optimization methods such as ILP, simulated
annealing, and force directed methods lend themselves well to single metric optimization,
these methods are inadequate for multi-metric optimization. Hence, in this dissertation,
we investigate the application of game theory, a multi-agent optimization framework, to
the problems of VLSI CAD. We have used game theoretic models to solve the problems of
post layout wire and gate sizing for multi-metric optimization without considering process
variations. The consideration of process variations during design optimization requires
probabilistic analysis due to the uncertainty element introduced by process variations. In
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order to capture the nondeterministic behavior of system parameters due to uncertainty, we
have used stochastic game modeling for solving post layout gate sizing problem considering
process variations.
The fundamental basis and structure of game theory and stochastic games allow the
formulation of optimization problems in which multiple inter-related cost metrics compete
against one another for their simultaneous optimization. There exist several approaches
such as the Nash equilibrium and -equilibrium for achieving equilibrium state solutions
in which each metric is optimized with respect to the optimality of others. Further, the
stochastic game models inherently capture the nondeterministic behavior of the system
parameters due to process variations. These factors make game theory a powerful tool to
model optimization problems in VLSI design automation. Game theory supports the fol-
lowing four features: rationality, coalition formation, competition and equilibrium. Game
theoretic reasoning takes into account the attempts made by the multiple agents towards
the optimization of their objectives for every decision. Each agent or a player’s decision is
based on the decision of every other player in the game and hence it is possible for each
player to optimize his gain with respect to the others’ gains in the game. Thus, game
theoretic models try to achieve global gain among the set of given players. In terms of
game theory, a solution is said to reach its global value for the given conditions when the
equilibrium condition is met.
The solutions to game theoretic models exhibit the property of social equilibrium [15],
which enforces that the optimization of individual decisions have to take into account the
optimization of other players’ decisions. In other words, while making decisions towards
optimizing one metric may not be able to optimize other metrics. Hence, game theory is a
natural framework which inherently considers social equilibrium with respect to the indi-
vidual decisions as well as the global objective to ensure the fairness objective. Further, if
the payoff function is convex, i.e., the parameters being optimized correspond to conflicting
objectives (such as delay and crosstalk noise in interconnects), game theoretic optimization,
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in fact, performs significantly better than methods such as simulated annealing, genetic
search and Lagrangian relaxation for problems with conflicting objectives [16, 17, 18].
1.2 Contributions of this Dissertation
This dissertation addresses the problem of multi-metric optimization in the design of
deep submicron CMOS VLSI circuits. The following are the major contributions of this
dissertation.
(i) Wire sizing: We developed a multi-metric optimization framework for performing
wire sizing at post layout level. The framework is based on game theory which can
simultaneously optimize (a) interconnect delay and crosstalk noise (b) Interconnect
delay, power and crosstalk noise. We have shown that wire sizing is a powerful and
effective technique in making use of the unused routing resources while optimizing
design parameters at post-route stage. The work reported in the literature on wire
sizing perform only delay optimization, and do not consider routing congestion. They
result in unconstrained wire sizes which cannot be applied directly for sizing the
nets of a routed design. Hence, we develop new algorithms for wire sizing at post
layout level which neither need rerouting of nets nor area overhead. The developed
algorithms have linear complexity in terms of both time and space.
(ii) Fast interconnect models: New transmission line based interconnect models have been
developed for an arrangement of three parallel interconnect wire segments. These
models are simple, fast and accurate, and hence, can be used in frameworks which
need multiple repetitive calculation based on the analytical models.
(iii) Gate sizing: We developed a new post-layout gate sizing algorithm for simultaneous
optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. The gate sizing problem
is modeled using game theory and solved using the Nash equilibrium. We have
proposed two different approaches in which the games are ordered according to the
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noise criticality or the delay criticality of the nets. The developed algorithms are
linear in terms of time and space and do not require rerouting or area overhead.
(iv) Gate and wire sizing: We developed an integrated gate and wire sizing framework for
simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. The problem is
modeled using game theory and solved using the Nash equilibrium. The integrated
framework performs the scaling of gate and wire sizes more effectively than the se-
quential approach of wire sizing followed by gate sizing or gate sizing followed by wire
sizing. We have proposed two different approaches in which the games are ordered
according to the noise criticality or the delay criticality of the nets. The developed
algorithms are linear in terms of time and space and do not require rerouting or area
overhead.
(v) Statistical Gate sizing considering process variations: We developed a multi-metric
optimization framework for minimizing delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise un-
der the impact of process variations. We have used stochastic games to solve the
statistical gate sizing problem. The formulation and the developed framework is
completely stochastic. The process parameter distributions are modeled using the
stochastic function by controlling the state transition and the payoffs to the players.
The approach is independent of probability distributions used to model process vari-
ations. In other words, It can work for any statistical distributions like Gaussian or
Log-Normal, and hence, can be applied to 65nm designs or below. The developed
algorithms do not require rerouting or area overhead.
1.3 Outline of this Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the
prior work based on wire and gate sizing with and without the considerations of process
variations, some of the relevant concepts of game theory and stochastic games along with
their modeling, and the interconnect models used in most part of this dissertation. Chapter
8
3 defines the problem of post layout wire sizing and provides two different game theoretic
formulations for (i) simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise and
(ii) simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay, power and crosstalk noise. In Chapter
4, we have derived fast interconnect models based on transmission lines and verified them in
the context of wire sizing problem. These models are found to be faster than those given in
Chapter 2.5 with same level of accuracy. Chapter 5 defines the problem of post layout gate
sizing and provides a game theoretic solution with two different strategies in which games
are ordered according to (i) the noise criticality and (ii) the delay criticality of the nets.
In Chapter 6, the problem of integrated gate and wire sizing for multi-metric optimization
is addressed. The game theoretic modeling developed in this Chapter is a two-player
game model which is completely different when compared to the respective frameworks
for gate and wire sizing problems. Chapter 7 defines the problem of statistical gate sizing
considering process variations and develops a stochastic game based Nash equilibrium
solution for minimization of delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise. The concluding remarks
and future work related to the dissertation are given in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The various issues related to the design of interconnects are discussed in Chapter 1.
There has been a significant amount of research in estimating and optimizing the effects due
to interconnects. In this chapter, we highlight the research that is focused on optimizing the
interconnect effects and in particular, the work which is related to the problems addressed
in this dissertation.
Some of the standard procedures practiced to reduce the effects of interconnects in DSM
circuits are (i) driver/gate sizing (ii) wire sizing (iii) buffer insertion (iv) net reordering
(v) wire spacing (vi) wire shielding. Driver sizing is the process of appropriately sizing the
driver gates so as to reduce the interconnect effects. If the driver gates are sized-up, the
driving strength of the gate increases and hence, the amount of current driven through
the interconnect wire connected at the output of the gate increases. This decreases the
time required to charge the output capacitance at the other end of the interconnect and
thereby reduces interconnect delay. On the other hand, the charge coupled to the adjacent
interconnects through the coupling capacitance also increases due to the increased current
on the interconnect driven by the sized-up gate. This increases the magnitude of the
crosstalk noise induced on the adjacent nets. Thus sizing the driver gates appropriately
can strike a balance between the interconnect delay and crosstalk noise.
Buffer insertion is the phenomenon of introducing high strength buffers on long inter-
connect wires. On long interconnect wires, the signal gets weaker as it travels through its
length because of the parasitic resistance and capacitance of the wire. Inserting buffers at
intervals throughout the length of long wires help in restoring the weak signals and thereby
moving the signal faster. The insertion of buffers should be done judiciously since their
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introduction results in area overhead and also increases the crosstalk noise induced on the
adjacent wires. It is costly to perform buffer insertion at post layout level because the
design will need rerouting. Wire sizing is the process of increasing or decreasing the size
of the wires in order to reduce the interconnect effects. Increasing the size of a wire will
reduce the parasitic resistance and hence, helps in making the signal move faster without
loosing its strength. Hence, the effect on the interconnect delay and crosstalk noise due to
sizing up a wire is equivalent to sizing up the driver gates.
Wire reordering is another technique to reduce the interconnect effects in DSM circuits.
Reordering is the process of shuﬄing the wires, thereby changing their adjacencies with
respect to other wires and making them less susceptible to crosstalk effects. It effectively
changes the length of overlap and spacing of a wire with respect to its neighbors. Wire
shielding is one of the simplest techniques to minimize crosstalk. It uses shield wires in
between the signal wires which are highly susceptible to crosstalk noise. The shield wires
are the new wires inserted in the design which are kept at zero potential, in order to act
as an effective barrier between the highly coupled victim and aggressor nets. However,
the disadvantage of this technique is that it increases the area overhead due to the large
number of shield wires which may be required between victims and aggressors in large
designs. In the literature, driver or gate sizing and buffer insertion are the preferred
techniques for minimizing interconnect effects, but wire sizing is relatively less investigated.
In this dissertation, we focus on the wire sizing and gate sizing techniques with the goal
of minimizing the interconnect effects. The problems are first modeled as deterministic
formulations without considering process variations, followed by stochastic formulations
which consider process variations.
2.1 Wire Sizing
In this section, we present a brief overview of prior work focussed on wire sizing. Figure
2.1. shows the various pioneering work found in the literature for the problem of wire sizing.
Early work on wire sizing [19, 20] consider the interconnect wires by dividing each wire into
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smaller segments and assume each wire segment to be of uniform width. In continuous wire
sizing, a variation of uniform wire sizing, each wire is divided into infinitely many segments
[21]. These approaches tend to use many discrete or an infinite number of wire widths and
hence, make interconnect planning difficult [22]. In [23], the authors have provided closed
form solutions to simultaneous buffer insertion/sizing and wire sizing. They have developed
mathematical formulae using Elmore delay models for wire sizing by considering the given
wire as n net segments. The above works do not explicitly attempt to consider the coupling
capacitance between the interconnect wires, which is a major concern in DSM circuits.
Also, these works have minimization of delay or area-delay product as their objectives.
based on power and delay
Wire sizing formulations
based on delay optimization
under no constraints
based on delay optimization
under area constraints
based on area optimization
under noise, delay, power
constraints
based on simultaneous
optimization of delay and
noise with no area overhead
Cong et. al ’94
C−Ping et. al ’97
Alpert et. al ’99
Chu et. al ’01
Chen et. al ’04
Sapatnekar ’96
He et. al ’98
Cong et. al ’02
H−Ru et. al ’00
This work
trade−off
Figure 2.1. Taxonomy of Various Pioneering Works on Wire Sizing
The works reported in [24, 22] attempt to consider the coupling capacitance for optimiz-
ing the wire geometry. In [24], input probabilities are propagated to obtain the switching
conditions of nets. In [22], two simple wire sizing schemes called single-width sizing and
two-width sizing are analyzed. These two works result in some inaccuracy as they do not
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consider the interconnect positions in the final layout, an important factor affecting cou-
pling between the given nets. In addition, the works consider the wires as independent sets
to perform wire sizing without taking into account the effects of their surroundings and the
final layout conditions such as routing congestion, the set of neighbors, etc. They do not
develop design methodologies to generate large feasible designs. In [25], simultaneous wire
sizing and wire spacing is performed at post layout with delay minimization as the objec-
tive. The above mentioned works use Elmore delay models to model the interconnects and
hence lack accuracy [26]. The existing works on wire sizing do not consider the problem of
simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise with accurate models.
In Chapter 3, we develop a complete design framework capable of performing simultaneous
optimization of interconnect delay, power and crosstalk noise through wire sizing at post-
route level. In Chapter 4, We develop new fast models for interconnects which consider
the transmission line behavior of wires to represent the interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise of individual nets.
2.2 Gate Sizing
In this section, we present a brief overview of prior works focussed on gate sizing. In
one of the pioneering works, Cong et.al. [19] developed a simultaneous gate and wire sizing
algorithm for power optimization under delay constraints. In [24], H-Ru et.al. proposed a
Lagrangian relaxation based interconnect optimization under the consideration of crosstalk
noise. However, they do not consider the exact physical location of the nets in the design.
Chu et.al. [23] developed a closed form expression for buffer and wire sizing for delay
optimization without considering the crosstalk noise, for use at early stages of design. In
[27], Xiao et.al. have used a crosstalk aware static timing analyzer to eliminate the timing
violations. In [28], Alpert et.al. have used a delay penalty estimation technique to achieve
timing closure. In [29], Albrecht et.al. have developed a linear programming based buffer
and wire sizing algorithm for floorplan area minimization under delay constraints. In [30],
Hashimoto et.al. have developed a gate sizing algorithm for crosstalk noise optimization
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under delay constraints which is only capable of down-sizing the aggressor gates. In [10],
a greedy gate sizing approach is proposed for minimizing the crosstalk noise by creating a
coupling graph with the help of Clarinet noise analyzer. The gates are iteratively sized-up
or sized-down to satisfy the noise criterion. In [31], a Lagrangian relaxation based gate
sizing approach is proposed for reducing the crosstalk noise under the delay constraints.
The algorithm is also iterative and uses a coupling graph extracted based on the coupling
capacitances.
In [32], the authors have developed a game theoretic algorithm for gate sizing and buffer
insertion at the logic level for power minimization under delay constraints. The developed
algorithm is path-based and uses auction theory to implement the delay constraints as a
divisible resource. In Chapter 5, we address the problem of simultaneous optimization of
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise using gate sizing. We use game theory as an opti-
mization tool to find the optimal gate sizes for the simultaneous reduction of interconnect
delay and crosstalk noise. In the game model, we have modeled the gates as the players,
its possible gate sizes as the strategy set and the geometric mean of interconnect delay
and crosstalk noise as the payoff function. In Chapter 6, we investigated the problem of
simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise using an integrated
approach of gate and wire sizing. We have created a two player normal form game with
delay and noise as the players.
2.3 Process Variations
In this section, we present a brief overview of prior works focused on gate sizing with
the consideration of process variations. The impact of process variations, their source and
their variation trends have been discussed in the pioneering works of Nassif [13, 4, 38] and
Borkar et al [5] in great detail. In [39], a statistical design approach is presented to study the
impact of interconnect process variations on memory design and performance using Monte
Carlo and sensitivity analysis. Monte Carlo analysis shows that the threshold voltage, the
effective gate length, the effective gate width and the supply voltage are the key parameters
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Table 2.1. Recent Statistical Gate Sizing Works Found in Literature
Recent Objective Methodology Assumptions Remarks
Works of Work on Process
Parameters
Jacobs Minimize Non-linear Gaussian Statistical delay model, uses
et al 2000 delay programming distribution SSTA, does not consider spatial
[33] uncertainty correlations
Raj Minimize Non-linear Gaussian defines utility functions, generates
et al 2004 delay programming distribution statistical delay model, path based,
[34] uncertainty cannot be applied to large circuits
Chopra Minimize Gradient Gaussian lumps Gaussian distribution of
et al 2005 leakage power computation distribution two or more random variables
[35] and delay into one - an approximation
Sinha Minimize Heuristic Gaussian A set of heuristics with
et al 2005 delay approach distribution perturbation, builds statistical
[36] violations SSTA delay models for gates in library
Singh tradeoff - area Geometric Any Posynomial Elmore delay model,
et al 2005 and delay programming distribution uses STA with statistical delay
[37] violations constraints, computationally fast
Our work Minimize delay Stochastic Any Purely stochastic approach,
and noise games distribution multi-metric optimization,
violations no area overhead
that influence the interconnect delay, the total average power and the crosstalk noise.
Studies on process variations have been mainly focused on variability modeling [14, 34, 40]
and statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) [33, 41, 42, 43, 36]. In [33], the statistical
gate size optimization problem is solved as a non-linear problem with delays modeled as
Gaussian functions, ignoring the spatial correlations due to intra-die variations. In [14],
the gate sizing problem is modeled as a deterministic non-linear optimization problem with
the help of a penalty function to intentionally improve the timing slacks on non-critical
paths of the circuit. In [34], a heuristic approach for statistical gate sizing is proposed for
improving the timing yield using the concept of statistically undominated paths. However,
this approach is path-based and cannot be applied to large circuits, since as the paths gets
larger, the number of gates increases becoming computationally intensive.
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The delay uncertainty induced due to process variations on buffer-driven interconnect
lines is analyzed in [44] and a buffer sizing methodology is developed to reduce delay
uncertainty. In [41], a pruning strategy based on perturbation bounds is developed to solve
the statistical gate sizing problem. In [42], the gate sizing problem is solved by identifying
the worst negative statistical slack paths with the objective of reducing the performance
variance of a technology-mapped circuit. In [43], an incremental and parametric SSTA is
proposed to perform gate sizing with pre-targeted yield optimization. In [35], a heuristic
approach is provided to compute the gradient of yield with respect to gate sizes and non-
linear optimization is performed to maximize the yield. A probabilistic methodology is
developed in [45] for buffer insertion problem using a bottom-up recursive approach to
calculate the joint probability density function to correlate between arrival times and down-
stream capacitance.
In [36], statistical models for the gates in the standard cell library are developed using
SSTA by characterizing at different points in the parameter space. As pointed out in
[37], the methods based on SSTA need to make (i) the assumptions such as the signal
arrival time and the slope have normal distributions, and (ii) the approximations such
as the resultant of two or more normal distributions is also a normal distribution, which
may be inaccurate. In [37], the uncertainty due to process variations is incorporated in
delay constraints using a posynomial delay model and solved for tradeoffs between the area
and robustness using geometric programming. This approach is computationally efficient,
however does not consider crosstalk violations. Table 2.1. gives a summary of the recent
work on statistical gate sizing found in the literature.
2.4 Game Theory and Stochastic Games
In this section, we briefly discuss some of the relevant concepts of game theory and
stochastic games. For detailed treatment of these concepts along with various other con-
cepts, please refer to [46, 16] for game theory and to [47, 48] for stochastic games.
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2.4.1 Game Theory
Game theory, in a broad sense, can be defined as a collection of mathematical mod-
els formulated to analyze the interaction of decision makers in situations of conflict and
cooperation. The objective is to find a set of best actions for each decision maker and
recognize the corresponding stable outcomes. A game consists of players who choose from
a list of alternative courses of action, resulting in outcomes over which the players may
have different preferences. Game theory is a guide which implements rational behavior of
individual players and predicts their outcomes.
Game theory was formulated as a general theory of rational behavior by von Neumann.
The basic building blocks of game theory are based on theories proposed by von Neumann
in 1928 [49] and Nash in 1950 [50]. The essential elements of a game are players, actions,
payoffs, and information, which are collectively known as the rules of the game. Players
of the game are the set of rational decision makers. The goal of each decision maker is to
maximize his own utility by a set of actions in the presence of other decision makers. An
action or a move by a player i, denoted by ai, is a choice. The strategy si of a player i
is a rule to choose an action at each instant of the game. The set of strategies Si = {si}
available to player i is denoted as his strategy set or strategy space. A strategy combination
s = (s1, . . . , sN ) is an ordered set consisting of one strategy for each of the N players in
the game.
In an N -player game, the payoff of player i, denoted by Pi(s1, . . . , sN ), is the utility
obtained after the players had chosen their strategies and the game is played out. It can also
be defined as the expected utility received by player i as a function of strategies chosen by
each player. The information set of a player i is the knowledge of actions, previously chosen
by the players at a given course of the game. The information set of the players changes as
the game progresses. An equilibrium is a strategy combination consisting of a best strategy
for each of the N players in the game. The equilibrium strategies are the strategies chosen
by players to maximize their individual payoffs, among the possible strategy combinations
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obtained by arbitrarily choosing one strategy per player. The equilibrium outcome is the
set of payoff values of the players corresponding to their equilibrium strategies.
Games can be broadly classified into two distinct categories: non-cooperative and co-
operative games. In non-cooperative games, players choose their strategies independently
and the rules of the game do not allow binding commitments among the players. In other
words, non-cooperative games are played with fully rational players. It focuses on the
strategies chosen by each player and their respective payoffs. In cooperative games, play-
ers form coalition among a subset of players and play their joint actions according to the
agreements made during their binding commitments. It focuses on coalition formation and
distribution of the benefits gained through cooperation. A general game theoretic model
can be classified into three categories based on mathematical formulations - the normal or
strategic form, the extensive form and the characteristic function form. The characteristic
function form is applicable only to cooperative games.
A non-cooperative game is represented in one of the two general mathematical formu-
lations based on the types of moves employed by the players. The first formulation is the
normal form game, in which the players move simultaneously to choose their strategies.
In this game, the strategies are same as the actions in ranked coordination. The normal
form shows what payoff results from each possible strategy combination, while the out-
come matrix shows what outcome results from each action combination. As the players
make their moves simultaneously, they do not have a chance to learn each other’s private
information by observing each other. Thus, in normal form games, the information set of
each player about the other players is zero. Therefore, a normal form game is represented
by the list of players, their strategy set and the payoff functions. The second formulation
is extensive form games which are also called sequential move games. The players of this
game move sequentially and choose their strategies according to an order. The order of the
play is important and affects the final outcome of the game. The extensive form game is
represented by a list of players, their set of actions, information set and payoff functions.
The strategies of the players are a series of action moves. The information sets represents
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the various states each player can take at any given point in the game. The important
difference between simultaneous move games and sequential move games is that in sequen-
tial move games the second player acquires the information on how the first player moved
before he makes his own decision.
A non-cooperative game is called a finite game if the strategy sets S1, . . . , SN are finite.
Finite games are given by listing the payoffs for each player in tabular form. A finite game
can be generalized to consist of N players who choose from a set of strategies Si where,
i = 1, ..., N , and a set of payoff functions Pi where, i = 1, ..., n : S1 × ...× Sn → <, where,
< is the set of all real numbers and a payoff value is assigned to each pair of strategies
chosen by the players. The rationality or the equilibrium point is a set of strategies that
maximizes or minimizes the payoff of the player assuming that all other players strategies
are held fixed. The game is played until each player’s strategy is optimal with respect to
the strategies of others. Stackelburg’s equilibrium [51] and the Nash equilibrium [52] are
some of the techniques which can be used to reach a game’s equilibrium. In this work, we
focus on non-cooperative finite games.
The Nash equilibrium defined here is in terms of normal form games, which can be easily
extended to extensive form games. Let G = {S1, . . . , SN ;P1, . . . , PN} be a non-cooperative
finite game in normal form with N players. The set Si contains all the strategies and the
set Pi contains the corresponding payoff values for a player i. The N -tuple of strategies
s∗ = (s∗1, . . . , s
∗
N ), where s
∗
1 ∈ S1, . . . , s∗N ∈ SN , is defined to be Nash equilibrium point of
G if
Pi(s
∗
1, . . . , s
∗
i , . . . , s
∗
N ) ≥ Pi(s∗1, . . . , s∗i−1, si, s∗i+1, . . . , s∗N )
holds ∀si ∈ Si and i = 1, . . . , N . It can be stated in simple words as once being in the
state represented by the strategy choices s∗, the player’s payoff does not get better if
he unilaterally deviates from the Nash equilibrium strategy. Here, the word unilaterally
means that the other players will stick to their equilibrium strategies. The Nash equilibrium
point NE, defines the payoff values for all the players in the game. Qualitatively, the Nash
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equilibrium for an N -player finite game is a N -tuple set of strategies s∗ = (s∗1, . . . , s
∗
N ),
given by N inequalities such that, no single player can gain by changing only his strategy.
2.4.2 Stochastic Games
Stochastic games can be defined as the natural and hybrid extension of the Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs) and matrix games. Markov decision processes are a single
agent and multiple state framework. Matrix games are a multiple agent and single state
framework. On the contrary, stochastic games are a multiple agent and multiple state
framework, which can be visualized as the merging of MDPs and matrix games. In a
multi-agent setting, stochastic games allow the state transition to depend jointly on all the
agent actions, and having the immediate rewards at each state determined by a multi-agent
general-sum matrix game associated with that state. A N -player nonzero-sum stochastic
game is defined as a tuple (N,S,Ai, P,Ri), where N is the number of players, S is the set
of states for the game, Ai is the set of actions available to player i, P is the transition
probability function S × A × S → [1, 0], and Ri : S × A → < is the payoff or reward
function for the ith player. If s is a state at some stage of the game and the players select
an a ∈ A(s), then p(.|s, a) is the probability distribution of the next state of the game.
The transition probability p has a density function z with respect to a fixed probability
measure µ on S, satisfying the following continuity condition: For any sequence of joint
action tuples an → a0,
∫
S
|z(s, t, an)− z(s, t, a0)|µ(dt)→ 0 as n→∞.
In a two-player matrix game scenario, let the matrix pair (M1,M2) specify the payoffs
for the player 1 (row player) and player 2 (column player), where the matrices M1 and M2
are n by n with their indices ranging from 1 to n. If the row player chooses the index i
and the column player chooses the index j, then the player 1 receives a payoff of M1(i, j)
and player 2 receives M2(i, j). The indices i and j are called pure strategies of players 1
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and 2 respectively. If α and β are distributions (called mixed strategies) over the row and
column indices, the expected payoff to player k ∈ {1, 2} is Mk(α, β) .= Ei∈α,j∈β[Mk(i, j)].
The mixed strategy pair (α, β) is said to be a Nash equilibrium for the game (M1,M2) if
(i) for any mixed strategy α′, M1(α
′, β) ≤ M1(α, β), and (ii) for any mixed strategy β′,
M2(α, β
′) ≤ M2(α, β). A strategy pair (α, β) is defined as the -Nash, an approximate
Nash equilibrium for (M1,M2) if (i) for any mixed strategy α
′, M1(α
′, β) ≤ M1(α, β) + ,
and (ii) for any mixed strategy β′, M2(α, β
′) ≤M2(α, β) + .
A two-player stochastic game G over a state space S consists of a designated start state
s0 ∈ S, a matrix game (M1[s],M2[s]) for every state s ∈ S, and transition probabilities
P (s′|s, i, j) for every s, s′ ∈ S, every pure row strategy i, and every pure column strategy
j. The stochastic game proceeds as follows: If the game is currently in state s and the two
players play mixed strategies α and β, then pure strategies i and j are chosen according
to α and β respectively, and the players receive an immediate payoffs of M1[s](i, j) and
M2[s](i, j). The game then moves to the next state s
′ according to the transition probabili-
ties P (.|s, i, j). Thus, the immediate payoffs to the players and the state transition depend
on the actions of both the players. There are two different types of stochastic games based
on the overall total returns or payoffs received by the players. In first type called infinite-
horizon discounted stochastic games, the play begins at state s0 and proceeds forever. If
a player receives payoffs of r0, r1, r2, . . . as the game progresses through the stages, the
expected payoff obtained by the player for the game is given by r0+γr1+γ
2r2+ . . ., where
0 ≤ γ < 1 is the discount factor. In the second type, called finite-horizon undiscounted
stochastic game, the play begins at initial state s0 and proceeds for exactly T steps. If
a player receives payoffs of r0, r1, r2, . . . , rT−1, the total payoff for the player is given by
(1/T )(r0+r1+ . . .+rT−1). In this work, we have used finite-horizon undiscounted stochas-
tic games since we want the game to stop after T steps. The goal of each player in a
stochastic game is to maximize/minimize their expected total payoffs from the designated
starting state.
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The policy of a player in stochastic game is defined as the mapping pi(s) from state
s ∈ S to the mixed strategies played by the player at the matrix game during the state
s, spanning over all the states of the game. A time-dependent policy pi(s, t) allows the
mixed strategy chosen by the player to depend on the number of remaining steps t in a
T -step game. In time-dependent policies, the players gain no advantage by considering
the history of the play. If pi1 and pi2 are the policies in a matrix game G with designated
start state s0, Gk(T, s0, pi1, pi2), k ∈ {1, 2} denotes the expected T -step average return.
pi = (pi1, pi2) represents the strategy profile of both the players and the expected T − stage
payoff to player k, k ∈ {1, 2}, is given by ΦTk (pi)(s) = Epis
(∑T
n=1 rk(s, pik)
)
, where, Epis is
the expectation operator with respect to the transition probability P pis of the strategies of
the players. The average payoff per unit time for player k is defined as
Φk(pi)(s) = limsup
1
T
ΦTk (pi)(s).
A strategy profile pi∗ = (pi∗1, . . . , pi
∗
N ) is called a Nash equilibrium for the average payoff
stochastic game if no unilateral deviations from it are profitable. Mathematically, it can
be represented as: for each s ∈ S,
Φk(pi
∗)(s) ≥ Φk(pi∗−k, pik)(s), ∀k, pik
where, (pi∗
−k, pik) denotes the strategy profile obtained from pi
∗ by replacing pi∗k with pik. A
matrix game at any given state in a stochastic game may have many Nash equilibria, and
hence, there will be exponentially many Nash equilibria in the policy space of the stochastic
game [53]. It has been shown in [54] that there exists no polynomial time algorithm to
compute an exact Nash equilibrium in a 2-player nonzero sum stochastic games. Hence, we
resort to approximate method of finding the Nash equilibrium. A Nash selection function
is generally used to convert the local decisions at each state into a global Nash or a near-
Nash policy. For any matrix game (M1,M2), a Nash selection function f returns a pair
of mixed strategies f(M1,M2) = (α, β) that is a Nash pair for (M1,M2). In this case, the
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Table 2.2. Notations and Terminology
Ri resistance per unit length of the interconnect line i
Ra1 resistance of first aggressor gate a1 with min size
Ra2 resistance of second aggressor gate a2 with min size
Rvd resistance of min sized victim driver
Ui self inductance per unit length of interconnect line i
Ci self capacitance per unit length of interconnect line i
Cil mutual capacitance per unit length of overlap between interconnect
line i and its immediate left neighbor
Cir mutual capacitance per unit length of overlap between interconnect
line i and its immediate right neighbor
Cl self capacitance of left neighbor line per unit length
Cr self capacitance of right neighbor line per unit length
Cvd output capacitance of minimum sized victim driver
Ca1 output capacitance of minimum sized first aggressor gate a1
Ca2 output capacitance of minimum sized second aggressor gate a2
Cmi1 mutual capacitance of the net i with its first aggressor net
Cmi2 mutual capacitance of the net i with its second aggressor net
L length of the given interconnect line i
Wi width of the given interconnect line i
Wl width of the left neighboring interconnect line
Wr width of the right neighboring interconnect line
Sl spacing between the given net i and its immediate left neighbor
Sr spacing between the given net i and its immediate right neighbor
g gate size of the given driver with respect to its min sized driver
ZL load impedance of the given interconnect line i
CL load capacitance of the given interconnect line i
T thickness of the given interconnect line i
H height of the given interconnect line i from the dielectric
Vi propagation velocity of the given interconnect line i
payoff to the player 1 is given by v1f (M1,M2)
.
=M1(f(M1,M2)) and the payoff to player 2
is given by v2f (M1,M2)
.
=M2(f(M1,M2)). In other words, a Nash selection function is an
arbitrary function used to make choices of how to behave in an isolated matrix game.
2.5 Interconnect Models
In this section, we discuss the interconnect delay, delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise
models used in most part of this research. Since transmission line models are more accurate
than lumped models in modeling interconnect wires in deep submicron designs (as pointed
out in [26, 55]), they are adapted in this work. The notations and terminology used in this
dissertation are given in Table 2.2..
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2.5.1 Interconnect Delay Models
An analytical equation for interconnect delay of a net is derived based on transmission
line analysis in [26]. The propagation delay Di(gi−1, gi) denotes the delay from gate gi−1
to gate gi. The interconnect delay expression is reproduced below in terms of the notations
used in this dissertation.
Di =
L
Vi
+ ηi
(
Rd +
√
Ui
Wi
√
Ci
)
CL (2.1)
where,
ηi =
ln 2
(
eθi + 2θi
(
eθi − 1
))
2
θi =
RL
√
Ci
2
√
Ui
, Vi =
1√
UiCi
Equation 2.1 gives the propagation delay for a single interconnect wire and hence,
does not consider the coupling effects due to neighboring wires. We have extended this
analytical model to incorporate the coupling effects due to cross capacitance, by replacing
self capacitance Ci with total capacitance Ctoti . When performing wire sizing, the coupling
effects due to the immediate left and right neighbors have to be considered for the reasons
indicated in Section 3.3. Referring to the model developed in [26], the left and right
mutual capacitances act in parallel with self capacitance. Hence, while performing wire
sizing, the total capacitance is given as Ctoti = Ci+Cil+Cir. When performing gate sizing,
the coupling effects due to the strongest and the second strongest aggressors have to be
considered for the reasons indicated in Section 5.3.1. Referring to the model developed in
[26], the mutual capacitances due to the aggressors act in parallel with self capacitance for
the given interconnect wire. Hence, while performing gate sizing, the total capacitance of
the interconnect wire is given as Ctoti = Ci +Cmi1 +Cmi2. Combining both wire and gate
sizing scenarios, the total capacitance Ctoti can be represented as given in Equation 2.2.
Hence, the extended interconnect delay equation which considers the effects of coupling
capacitances is given by Equation 2.3.
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Ctoti =


Ci + Cil + Cir for wire sizing,
Ci + Cmi1 + Cmi2 for gate sizing.
(2.2)
Di =
L
Vi
+ ηi
(
Rd +
√
Ui
Wi
√
Ctoti
)
CL (2.3)
where,
ηi =
ln 2
(
eθi + 2θi
(
eθi − 1
))
2
, θi =
Ri
√
Ctoti
2
√
Ui
,
Vi =
1√
UiCtoti
Ctoti is given by Equation 2.2
When performing wire sizing, the effects of parasitic capacitances and resistances have
to be captured in terms of the wire sizes and spacings of the neighboring net segments.
The analytical expressions for the self capacitance and mutual capacitances are derived in
terms of its wire widths and spacings in [56] and [57] respectively. These equations are
reproduced below in terms of our model parameters. The self capacitance Ci is given by
the Equation 2.4. The mutual capacitance between the given net and its immediate left
neighbor is given by Equation 2.5. The mutual capacitance between the given net and its
immediate right neighbor can be obtained by replacing the values of width and spacing in
Equation 2.5 with the corresponding values of right neighbor.
Ci = r
[
10.166
(
Wi
H
)
+ 24.752
(
T
H
)0.222]
pF/m (2.4)
Cil =
55.6r
ln
[
pi2S2
l
(
1
Wl+T
)(
1
Wi+T
)] pF/m (2.5)
When performing gate sizing, the values of parasitics are treated as constants since
they depend only on wire sizes and spacings, and not on gate sizes. Hence, the values
of the wire resistance, area and coupling capacitances, and inductance are extracted from
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the Standard Parasitic Exchange Format (SPEF) netlist generated after detailed routing
of the design. These values are used directly in the Equations 2.3 and 2.2.
2.5.2 Delay Uncertainty Models
Delay uncertainty is defined as the deviations or the rate of change of propagation delay
due to gate size changes as an impact of process variations. Hence, the analytical equation
for delay uncertainty can be obtained by differentiating the propagation delay given by
Equation 2.3 with respect to the gate sizes [44]. The delay uncertainty DUi(gatei, gatei+1)
from the gate, gatei to the next gate, gatei+1, due to process variations is given by equation
2.6. The value of Ctoti is given according to the Equation 2.2.
DUi = ηi
(
Rvd(gi − gi+1)
g2i
+
√
Ui
Wi
√
Ctoti
)
CL (2.6)
2.5.3 Crosstalk Noise Models
When performing wire sizing, the crosstalk noise has to be calculated in terms of the
coupling effects (expressed as a function of wire sizes) on the given net due to its immediate
left and right neighbors separately. After calculating these values separately, the crosstalk
noise on a given net is given by the superposition theorem in terms of the coupling effects
due to its left and right neighbors. For determining the crosstalk voltage on a net due to
its left neighbor, the given net is connected to ground at its source end and terminated
with a load capacitance of CL at its terminal end. The left neighbor is considered to be
driven by a unit step voltage at its source end and terminated with a load capacitance of
CLl at its terminal end. Hence, the crosstalk voltage due to left neighbor can be defined
as the voltage Vl(t) induced across the load CL of the net under consideration. It has been
shown in [55] that the amplitude of crosstalk voltage at time t is given by the Equation
2.7.
Vl(t) =
1
2
[
exp
(
− t
τ1
)
− exp
(
− t
τ2
)]
(2.7)
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where,
τ1 = R (Ci + CL) , and τ2 = R (2Cil + Ci + CL)
Using the theory of maxima and minima of differential calculus, it can be shown that
the maximum value of the crosstalk voltage is given by Equation 2.8.
V maxl =
1
2
[
exp
[(
Ncl−1
2Ncl
)
ln
(
1+Ncl
1−Ncl
)]]
−12
[
exp
[(
−Ncl+12Ncl
)
ln
(
1+Ncl
1−Ncl
)]] (2.8)
where, the capacitance coupling coefficient Ncl is given by Ncl = Cil/(Ci + Cil + CL).
Similarly, the maximum crosstalk noise V maxr induced across the load CL of the net under
consideration due to its right neighbor is given by Equation 2.9.
V maxr =
1
2
[
exp
[(
Ncr−1
2Ncr
)
ln
(
1+Ncr
1−Ncr
)]]
−12
[
exp
[(
−Ncr+12Ncr
)
ln
(
1+Ncr
1−Ncr
)]] (2.9)
where, the capacitance coupling coefficient Ncr is given by Ncr = Cir/(Ci+Cir+CL). The
total crosstalk noise on the given interconnect is calculated by applying the superposition
theorem for voltages V maxl and V
max
r , defined in Equations 2.8 and 2.9 respectively.
When performing gate sizing, the crosstalk noise has to be expressed in terms of the gate
sizes and input resistances of the victim and aggressor drivers. An analytical expression
for maximum crosstalk noise with victim driver modeled as an effective resistance and
aggressor driver modeled as a voltage source connected to its gate resistance is derived in
[58]. This equation is reproduced here in terms of our notations. V maxx is the peak value
of crosstalk noise between a victim net and its two aggressors.
V maxx =
RvCcVdd
τ0tr
(
τ1Y1
(
Y1
Y2
) τ2
τ1−τ2 − τ2Y2
(
Y1
Y2
) τ1
τ1−τ2
)
(2.10)
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where,
Y1 = exp
(−tr
τ1
)
− 1, Y2 = exp
(−tr
τ2
)
− 1,
τ0 = {[Ra(Ca + Cc) +Rv(Cv + Cc)]2
−4RvRa(CvCc + CvCa + CaCc)}
1
2
τ1 =
2RvRa(CvCc + CvCa + CaCc)
Ra(Ca + Cc) +Rv(Cv + Cc) + τ0
,
τ2 =
2RvRa(CvCc + CvCa + CaCc)
Ra(Ca + Cc) +Rv(Cv + Cc)− τ0 ,
Ra =
Ra1Ra2
ga2Ra1 + ga1Ra2
, Rv = Ri + gvdRvd
Ca = ga1Ca1 + ga2Ca2, Cc = Cmi1 + Cmi2
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CHAPTER 3
WIRE SIZING
In this chapter, we focus on the problem of post layout wire sizing to minimize the DSM
effects of interconnects. Specifically, we develop a game theoretic framework and multi-
metric optimization algorithms for the simultaneous optimization of (i) interconnect delay
and crosstalk noise, and (ii) interconnect delay, power and crosstalk noise, during wire
sizing. We formulate the wire sizing optimization problem as a normal form game model
and solve it using Nash equilibrium theory. The nets connecting the driving cell and the
driven cell are divided into net segments. The net segments within a channel are modeled
as players and the range of possible wire sizes forms the set of strategies. The payoff
function is modeled (i) as the geometric mean of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise in
the case of first formulation, and (ii) as the weighted-sum of interconnect delay, power and
crosstalk noise in the second formulation. The net segments are optimized from the ones
closest to the driven cell towards the ones at the driving cell. The complete information
about the coupling effects among the nets is extracted after the detailed routing phase.
The time and space complexities of the proposed wire sizing formulations are linear in
terms of the number of net segments. We also provide a mathematical proof of existence
for Nash equilibrium solution for the proposed wire sizing formulation.
3.1 Problem Definition
The problem of post layout wire sizing can be defined as finding the optimal wire
widths such that interconnect effects are minimized under the given area constraints and
without the need for rerouting any of the nets in the design. The parasitic resistance and
capacitance of interconnect wires are highly dependent on the wire widths. The coupling
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capacitance is responsible for the majority of the deep submicron effects. Hence, it is
important to extract the coupling capacitance of nets with high accuracy. The coupling
capacitance of a net depends on its wire size, the length of overlap and spacing between
adjacent nets. This information can be efficiently extracted at post-routing phase. In this
work, we have modeled the problem of wire sizing such that it does not require re-routing
and does not incur area overhead.
3.2 Motivation for Wire Sizing Problem
The problem of wire sizing has been addressed at logic level or pre layout level by many
researchers in the recent past. But, this problem has not been addressed at post layout
level before. After the design is routed, the locations and orientations of the transistors and
interconnect wires in the design are fixed. The application of optimization methods like
buffer insertion, wire shielding at post-route stage would result in area overhead and can
lead to rerouting of the design. Re-routing of the design is time-consuming and costly to
be performed repeatedly. Typically, when a design is routed, the channels have “unused”
tracks which remain as white spaces and go through the fabrication process as wasted
resource. Wire sizing can effectively make use of these “unused” tracks available throughout
the design, in optimizing the design parameters. If the wire sizing problem is modeled
properly, it is possible to achieve optimization without the need for re-routing or additional
area overhead. We show that wire sizing could be powerful and effective in making use of
the unused routing resources to optimize design parameters at post-route stage.
In [59], it has been shown that wire tapering is not required and uniform wire sizing is
sufficient to gain the benefits of delay reduction due to wire sizing. Also, it is pointed out
that wire size optimization is not widely used due to the lack of integrated wire sizing design
framework. Following this, we divide the nets into segments according to channels and
perform uniform wire sizing for each net segment. The works on wire sizing reported in [19,
21, 23, 22] use analytical expressions and the works in [24, 20] use non-linear formulations
while targeting for delay optimization. These models do not consider the routing congestion
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and the net positions, and hence, result in unconstrained wire sizes, which cannot be applied
directly for sizing the nets of a routed design. The use of these approaches at post-route
level will result in DRC violations, and requires rerouting to fix them. Hence, there is
a need to develop a new methodology which integrates in the current design flow and
determines the wire sizes within the limits of DRC rules, thereby avoiding the need for
re-routing. In this work, we develop a complete design framework capable of performing
simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay, power and crosstalk noise through wire
sizing at post-route level, satisfying the above requirements.
The wire size of a net will affect the sizes of the neighboring nets resulting in conflicting
objectives. As the wire size of a net increases, the interconnect delay decreases and the
coupling capacitance, hence crosstalk noise and interconnect power increases (convex payoff
function). This suits the modeling of the problem using game theory with the possible wire
sizes as strategies and the net segments as players who collectively work towards the global
objective of optimizing the interconnect delay, power and crosstalk modeled as the payoff
function. Traditionally, this problem is modeled using crosstalk noise as the objective
function, while maintaining interconnect delay as a constraint or vice versa. However, game
theoretic formulation and Nash equilibrium solution allow the simultaneous optimization of
multiple metrics with conflicting objectives. Since, interconnect delay, power and crosstalk
noise within a circuit are conflicting in nature, the proposed approach is beneficial. Also, in
game models, it is possible to have individual payoff functions which can better capture the
coupling effects of individual net segments. The performance of the proposed algorithm
is compared with that of simulated annealing and genetic search in order to illustrate
the effectiveness of game theoretic solutions for problems with conflicting objectives. It
is shown in Section 3.9 that the proposed approach yields better results than simulated
annealing and genetic search under the assumptions of same models, setup, parameters
and objective function for their implementation.
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3.3 Simultaneous Optimization of Delay and Noise
We use a place and route tool to perform the placement and routing of the given gate-
level netlist. The global grids of the router are used to partition the complete routing
area into distinct rectangular sections called channels. The channel boundaries are used in
dividing the nets into various net segments. The following information is extracted from the
routed design to calculate the wire resistance, wire capacitance and coupling capacitances
accurately:
(i) Net segments belonging to each net
(ii) Channel numbers corresponding to the net segments
(iii) Track numbers in the channel
(iv) Wire length of the net segments in a channel
(v) Starting position of the net segments in a channel
(vi) Metal layers to which the net segments belong
(vii) Direction of the net segment
The minimum wire size of any net segment is fixed based on the minimum wire size
design rule requirement of the process technology. The maximum wire size for a net
segment is determined from the track distance between its immediate adjacent nets and the
minimum edge-to-edge spacing requirements. The range between minimum and maximum
wire sizes for each net segment can be treated as its possible wire sizes without violating
the process design rules. The range for each net segment is divided into a discrete set of
values with equal step sizes. The number of entries in the discrete set are different for each
net segment as it depends on its location and its immediate neighbors. The discrete set of
allowable wire sizes for a net segment is modeled as its strategy set without violating the
design rules.
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Algorithm 3.1. Wire Sizing Algorithm for Simultaneous Optimization of Interconnect Delay
and Crosstalk Noise
Input: Placed and routed design
Output: Optimized wire sizes
Algorithm:
extract the net information
organize the nets into channels and tracks
identify terminal net segments
for all layers do
for all channels do
initialize loads();
initialize scores();
determine strategies();
mark the channel as un-played
end for
end for
select a channel i with lowest score value
while there exists an un-played channel do
calculate mutual-capacitance();
calculate wire-capacitance();
calculate wire-resistance();
for all net segments j ∈ channel i do
create a 3-player game with j and its left and right neighbors
cost-matrix ← payoff(three players, strategies)
% for payoff function, see Algorithm 3.2.
optimized-width ← nash-solution(three players, payoffs)
% for Nash equilibrium solution, see Algorithm 3.3.
end for
update loads();
update scores();
mark the channel as played
select the a new channel with lowest score value
end while
return: optimized widths of all net segments
A game is modeled for each individual channel. The channels located on different layers
are considered separately as they consist of different net segments. For a given channel, its
net segments are modeled as the players of the game. The coupling effect on a net segment
depends on all the net segments adjacent to it. As the distance between the net segments
increases, the coupling capacitance between them decreases rapidly thereby reducing the
coupling effects due to each other. As pointed out in [60], in the context of wire sizing, it
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is sufficient to consider the coupling effects due to its immediate neighbors for two reasons:
(i) The coupling effects of other neighboring nets are minimal when compared to immediate
neighbors due to their increased distance from the given net. (ii) The immediate neighbors
acts as shields to the given net from the other neighboring nets. Hence, in this work, we
consider the coupling effects due to its immediate left and right neighbors for a given net
segment.
Algorithm 3.2. Algorithm for Payoff Matrix Calculation for Simultaneous Optimization of
Interconnect Delay and Crosstalk Noise
Input: Number of Players N , Strategy set S
Output: Payoff matrix
Algorithm:
for all players i ∈ 1 to N do
for all strategy combinations Sj = {sj1, . . . , sjN}, where (sj1 ∈ S1), . . . , (sjN ∈ SN ) do
calculate the delay using Equation 2.3
normalize the delay w.r.t first strategy combination
calculate the crosstalk noise using Equations 2.8 and 2.9
normalize the noise w.r.t first strategy combination
P [i, Sj] ← Geometric mean of normalized noise and delay
end for
end for
return: payoff matrix P ∀ strategy combinations
The payoff function tries to capture the interaction between the neighboring net seg-
ments (modeled as the players of the game) in the channel. For each net segment in a
given channel, its delay D and maximum crosstalk noise N are calculated by using the
Equations 2.3, 2.8, and 2.9. These values are calculated for all strategies of the given net
segment by considering the strategies of its immediate left and right neighbors. The delay
and crosstalk noise values obtained for a net segment are then normalized with respect to
the corresponding first strategy. The normalization is performed to transform the delay
and crosstalk noise values into dimension-less quantities so that they be easily correlated
with each other. The payoff function is modeled as the geometric mean of normalized delay
and normalized crosstalk noise values for each strategy of the net segment. We have chosen
geometric mean so as to give equal weights to both crosstalk noise and interconnect delay
components during their optimization.
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Algorithm 3.3. Algorithm for Nash Equilibrium Solution
Input: Number of players N , Payoff matrix P
Output: Nash solution
Algorithm:
for all players i do
for all payoffs of player i do
find s∗i such that,
Pi(s
∗
1, . . . , s
∗
i , . . . , s
∗
N ) ≥ Pi(s∗1, . . . , si, . . . , s∗N )
s∗i is the Nash strategy for player i
end for
end for
Nash-solution S∗ = {s∗1, . . . , s∗N}
% set of optimized strategies for all N players
return: Nash solution S∗
We have used normal form formulation to mathematically represent and solve the game.
Normal form game representation suits formulations well because it emphasizes mainly the
competition between the players participating in the game. In addition, normal form
games can be easily modeled and implemented as they require only a payoff matrix and
the corresponding strategy set to reach the game’s Nash equilibrium. Mathematically, a
normal form game consists of a set of N players labeled 1, 2, . . . , N , such that each player
i has
(i) a choice set Si called strategy set of player i; its elements are called strategies.
(ii) a payoff function Pi : S1 × S2 × .... × SN → <, assigned to each strategy chosen by
the player i with respect to other players.
In a normal form game, all the players play simultaneously without any knowledge about
other players’ play. In other words, the players simultaneously choose a strategy si ∈ Si
such that their respective payoff is maximized or minimized with respect to the payoffs of
the other players. The equilibrium of the game is computed by using the Nash equilib-
rium condition. Consider a channel consisting of N net segments. The wire size of any
net segment in the channel is influenced only by its immediate left and right neighbors.
Therefore, the payoff function of any net segment in the channel depends only on two other
players (left and right immediate neighbors) rather than on all the N-1 players. Thus, for
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each channel, instead of having a single game with N-players, we divide the game into N
sub-games with each sub-game involving 3-players - the given net segment, its left neighbor
and its right neighbor.
Segment i Segment kSegment j
Cell 1
(Driver Cell)
Cell 2
(Driven Cell)
Figure 3.1. An Example Scenario
The interconnect delay calculations for each net segment require its values of wire
and load capacitance, in addition to other parameters defined in Equation 2.3. As an
example, consider a net connected between cell 1 and cell 2 with cell 1 driving the net
and cell 2 receiving, as shown in Figure 3.1.. In this example, the net is divided into three
segments just as an example for illustration. The load capacitance of segment k is the
input capacitance of the cell 2, which is known. The cell 2 and segment k act as loads
for segment j. The wire capacitance of segment k depends on its wire width. Hence, in
order to calculate the load capacitance of segment j, the wire width of segment k has to
be optimized, requiring segment k to play the game before segment j. In general, the load
capacitance of a net segment can be calculated only when its down-stream wire segments
are optimized. Hence an ordering for channels to play has to be defined which satisfies
the load capacitance dependency. A score, defined as the difference between the total net
segments and the number of terminal nets belonging to a channel, is used for ordering the
channels. The ordering of channels aids in considering the effects of wire sizes of down-
stream net segments. Even though the game is played for a segment, the load capacitance
takes into account the effects of its complete net. Thus the resulting solution is not a local
solution which is confined to a segment of the net.
A channel with lowest score is selected to play the game with its non-terminal net
segments assigned with a default load capacitance. Nash equilibrium is evaluated for the
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lowest score channel and its Nash widths are used to update the load capacitances of the net
segments belonging to its adjacent channels. The scores of only the neighboring channels
have to be updated to reflect the net segments with known load values as terminal net
segments. Hence, when a channel is played out, the load and score values of a maximum of
six adjacent channels have to be updated to reflect the optimal widths for the net segments
resulted from the played channel. Again, a channel with lowest score is selected to play the
next game and this process is repeated until all the channels are played out. Algorithm 3.1.
shows the pseudo-code of the complete wire sizing algorithm for simultaneous optimization
of delay and crosstalk noise.
3.4 Simultaneous Optimization of Delay, Power and Noise
In section 3.3, we described a wire sizing methodology for optimizing interconnect delay
and crosstalk noise. In this section, we develop a wire sizing methodology for multi-metric
optimization of interconnect delay, power and crosstalk noise. Again, the placed and routed
design is used as the starting point. The net extraction phase, the strategy generation and
the game modeling for this formulation are similar to the one described in section 3.3.
The main difference between the two formulations is the modeling of the payoff function.
The objective function or the payoff function is a combination of the interconnect delay,
power and crosstalk due a net segment. The interconnect power can be modeled as the
power dissipated due to the charging and discharging of the capacitance exhibited by the
interconnect wires. Mathematically, interconnect power can be represented as
Pinter =
1
2
αV 2ddfclkCinter
where, α is the switching activity of the interconnect wire, Vdd is the supply voltage and
fclk is the clock frequency. The interconnect capacitance, Cinter, is the sum of the wire
and coupling capacitances. Hence, the power dissipated due to interconnects is given by
equation 3.1.
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Pinter =
1
2
αV 2ddfclk(Ci + Cil + Cir) (3.1)
The payoff function or the objective function is modeled as the weighted sum of normal-
ized delay, power and crosstalk noise values for each net segment. For each net segment in
the channel, the delay D is calculated using equation 2.3, the crosstalk noise N is calculated
as the sum of values given by equations 2.8 and 2.9, and the interconnect power P is given
by equation 3.1. These values are calculated for all strategies of the given net segment
by considering the strategies of its immediate left and right neighbors. The delay, noise
and power values obtained for each net segment are normalized with respect to their first
strategy. The weights for delay D, power P and crosstalk noise N can be adjusted by the
designer according to the need. In this work, we have chosen 0.33 as the weight for both
crosstalk noise and interconnect power, and 0.34 as the weight for interconnect delay. The
algorithm for calculating the payoff function is given in Algorithm 3.4..
Algorithm 3.4. Algorithm for Payoff Matrix Calculation for Simultaneous Optimization of
Interconnect Delay, Power and Crosstalk Noise
Input: Number of Players N , Strategy set S
Output: Payoff matrix
Algorithm:
for all players i ∈ 1 to N do
for all strategy combinations Sj = {sj1, . . . , sjN}, where (sj1 ∈ S1), . . . , (sjN ∈ SN ) do
calculate delay D using Equation 2.3
calculate crosstalk noise N using Equations 2.8 and 2.9
calculate power P using Equation 3.1
P [i, Sj] ← a ∗D + b ∗P + c ∗N
% a, b, c are the weights of Delay, Power and Noise respectively
end for
end for
return: payoff matrix P ∀ strategy combinations
3.5 Time and Space Complexity of Proposed Wire Sizing Algorithms
The worst case time complexity of evaluating Nash equilibrium for a general M-player
game with S strategies for each player is given as O(M ∗ SM ) [52]. Referring to Section 3,
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we have modeled the problem of wire sizing as a set of 3-player games for each net segment.
The incremental step size between two consecutive wire sizes for any net segment is kept
constant. Hence, the number of strategies for each player depends on its range of possible
wire sizes, which is different from player to player. In this work, we have chosen the step
size such that the number of strategies for any net segment is less than five. Consider a
channel with N net segments. Each net segment in the channel will form a 3-player game
with its left and right neighbors. Hence, the complexity of calculating Nash equilibrium for
a given channel with N net segments is given as O(N ∗53) ≈ O(N). The Nash equilibrium
chooses optimal wire sizes for the players considering each game individually. But, a
player participates in three different games formed for itself, its right neighbor and its left
neighbor. We noticed from our experiments that the widths resulting from the three games
are equal for around 70% of net segments. In case of different widths, maximal likelihood
Nash width is assigned to the net segment. Considering all the channels and the layers in
a given design, the overall time complexity of proposed algorithm is given as
O
(
L ∗
C∑
i=1
Ni
)
= O

 ∑
∀i∈nets
ni


where L is the total number of layers, C is the number of channels in a layer, Ni is the
number of net segments belonging to channel i and ni is the number of net segments in
which a net i is divided. Hence, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is linear in
terms of total net segments in the design.
The space complexity of the proposed algorithm is dependent entirely on the number
of net segments in the design and the payoff matrix. The space complexity of the payoff
matrix depends on the number of strategies for each player in the game. As the games
are played sequentially, the total space required by all games put together is equal to the
space complexity of a game involving players with maximum number of strategies. Hence,
mathematically, the space complexity is given as O(S1 ∗ S2 ∗ S3) ≤ O(5 ∗ 5 ∗ 5), where
S1, S2, and S3 are the strategy sets of 3-player game involving the players with maximum
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strategies. Hence, the space complexity of the proposed algorithm is given as
O

 ∑
∀i∈nets
ni + 5 ∗ 5 ∗ 5

 ≈ O

 ∑
∀i∈nets
ni


3.6 Proof of Existence of Nash Equilibrium Solution for the Wire Sizing For-
mulation
In this section, we provide the proof of existence of Nash equilibrium in the case of wire
sizing problem for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise.
As the wire size of a net increases, the interconnect delay decreases and the coupling
capacitance increases resulting in a convex payoff function. Let G = {S1, . . . , Sn; f1, . . . , fn}
be a game with each player i ∈ N having a strategy set Si containing its possible wire sizes
and its payoff given by fi. We have modeled the strategy set Si for each player as a non-
empty, compact set of a finite dimensional Euclidean space. Because of the convex nature
of the interconnect delay and crosstalk noise, the modeled payoff function fi becomes upper
semicontinuous on S = ΠNi=1Si and for any fixed ui ∈ Si, the function fi(ui, .) is a lower
semicontinuous on S(−i) [16]. For any u ∈ S, the best reply or the expected payoff Bi(u)
is also convex. According to Kakutani’s fixed point theorem [61], the game G has at least
one Nash equilibrium point if the graph
GB = {(x, y) : x ∈ S, y ∈ B(x)}
is closed.
Lets assume that its not closed. Then, ∃(x0, y0) /∈ GB , such that every neighborhood
(in S × S) of (x0, y0) contains a point of GB .
∵ x0 is a wire size, it has to be one of those from the set of possible wire sizes for the
given player in order to satisfy the DRC rules of the used process technology.
∴ x0 ∈ S ⇒ y0 /∈ B(x0)
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In other words, for at least one net segment playing the game (say segment 1), there is
an y11 ∈ S1 such that
f1(y
1
1 , x
0
2, . . . x
0
n) ≥ f1(y01, x02, . . . x0n) (3.2)
Let F be a function such that F : S2 → < and given as
F (x, y) = f1(y
1
1 , x2, . . . xn)− f1(y1, x2, . . . xn)
Since fi is upper semicontinuous on S and fi(ui, .) is lower semicontinuous on S−i, F is
lower semicontinuous and C = {(x, y) ∈ S2 : F (x, y) ≤ 0} is closed. Hence, for any
(x¯, y¯) ∈ GB , F (x¯, y¯) ≤ 0. But, by Equation 3.2, F (x0, y0) ≥ 0, contradicting the closedness
of C. Thus, there is a point s∗ ∈ S such that s∗ ∈ B(s∗), which is a Nash equilibrium point.
3.7 Discussion
In this section, we explain the rationale behind the optimization of entire nets of the
design rather than only the critical nets. Wire sizing technique can efficiently utilize the
“unused” routing resources to minimize the design parameters of a routed design and hence,
it is advantageous to be applied at post-route phase of the design. In the context of wire
sizing at post-route phase, the maximum size with which a net can be sized is fixed. The
sizing of a net has to be performed within this feasible range or else a considerable number
of nets have to be re-routed. The re-routing of a design usually requires tremendous
amount of time and effort. This is valid for critical nets as well and hence, have to be
sized within the routing resources available to it. With the available routing resources, the
game theoretic formulation allows a better allocation for the critical nets when compared
to its neighbors. This is because the payoff values for critical nets dominates that of its
neighbors and hence, Nash equilibrium gives more weight to the critical nets and results in a
solution which is in the best interest of both critical nets and their neighbors. The routing
resources available at other locations can be better used to optimize the corresponding
nets, rather than leaving them unused. Hence, we have planned to optimize all the nets
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in the design. Also, optimizing all the nets in design will have an advantage of enforcing
the timing closure, the signal integrity for all nets and hence, aids in other post-layout
optimization techniques. The experimental results validate our claims depicting better
critical net savings for our approach when compared to the simulated annealing or genetic
search.
3.8 Design Flow
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Figure 3.2. Integration of Proposed Wire Sizing Algorithm in the Design Flow
The design flow for obtaining an optimally wire sized circuit from a verilog/VHDL
description is shown in Figure 3.2.. The behavioral verilog/VHDL description is synthesized
on to a library of standard cells and given as input to the design flow. The standard cells
are placed and routed in accordance with the synthesized code using any standard cell place
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and route tool. We have used the First Encounter
 
RTL-to-GDSII tool from Cadence

Design Systems to perform the placement and routing of gate-level RTL design. The net
information required for calculations of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise is extracted
from the routed design. A gawk script is developed which extracts this information from
the exported DEF file of the routed design. The payoff function is used by the game
theoretic based wire size solver described in Algorithm 3.1. to minimize the interconnect
delay and crosstalk noise of every individual net of the design. The optimized wire sizes
resulted from the game theoretic wire size solver are used to update the routed design.
We have developed another gawk script which updates the wire sizes of all the nets in the
original DEF routed design with their corresponding optimized wire sizes. It should be
noted here that the resulting optimized design does not require re-routing as all the sized
nets satisfy the design rules of the given process technology.
3.9 Experimental Results
We have implemented the proposed algorithm in C and executed on a UltraSPARC-IIe
650MHz, 512MB Sun Blade 150 system operating on Solaris 2.8 and tested with the ASIC
designs from Opencores [62]. A 180nm, 6-Metal standard library is obtained from Crete
[63], an educational university campus program developed and maintained by Cadence
design systems. The standard cell library contains about 40 logic cells and over 100 I/O
cells with the corresponding cell timing and transistor models. ASIC designs, written in
behavioral VHDL/Verilog are converted to structural VHDL/Verilog using the standard
cells in the library with the help of BuildGates, an RTL synthesis tool of Cadence design
systems. We have modified the ASIC designs such that all the blocks in the design are
flattened to standard cells in the library without maintaining the hierarchy. The on-chip
memory modules are realized as D-flipflop register arrays. The structural VHDL/Verilog
design is used as input by Cadence First Encounter to develop the floorplan. We have set
the option of row utilization to 95% for all the designs so as to have a compact floorplan.
The design is then placed and routed using Amoebaplace and Nanoroute respectively,
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which are part of Cadence First Encounter tool. The final placed and routed design is then
exported in DEF format. The net information is extracted from the DEF file and provided
as input to the game theoretic wire size solver. The calculated wire size for each net is used
to update the wires in the original DEF file to generate an optimized DEF file. It can be
noted that the optimized DEF is created with the help of gawk scripts and is not re-routed.
The parasitic resistances and capacitances from both original and optimized DEF files are
extracted using StarRCXT from Synopsys Inc. The interconnect delay and crosstalk noise
are estimated using Cadence Signalstorm and CelticIC tools respectively.
Several of the pioneering works reported in the literature for the problem of wire size
optimization [19, 21, 23, 22, 25, 26], only present results for arbitrary nets and do not
consider routing congestion, floorplan compaction, etc, of the specific design or benchmark
circuits. Thus, it is not possible to provide a direct comparison of our results with those
works. To compare our results, we have implemented simulated annealing and genetic
search based algorithms and executed on the same Solaris machine with same set of inputs
and constraints. The annealing process of simulated annealing approach is determined by
experimenting significantly to get the best results and the maximum optimization. The
nets are divided into net segments and the set of possible wire sizes for each net segment is
calculated as indicated in Section 3.3. In each move of the annealing process, a net segment
is randomly selected and its size is assigned from the set of its possible wire sizes. The
cost function is defined as the geometric mean of the interconnect delay and the crosstalk
noise summed over all the net segments. The initial temperature is determined by finding
the average change in the cost for a set of random moves from the starting configuration
and selecting the temperature which leads to an accept probability of 0.95. The number
of moves per temperature for each design is set to 20 times the number of net segments
in the design so as to allow an average of at least 10 to 15 moves for each net segment
before settling for its solution. The up-hill moves are accepted with a probability of e−
δC
T ,
where δC is the change in the cost and T is the current temperature of the iteration. The
temperature is cooled at the rate of 0.95.
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Table 3.1. Experimental Results for Simultaneous Optimization of Interconnect Delay and Crosstalk Noise During Wire Sizing
Using Complex Delay Models
Open
core
Design
Total
Nets
Die
Area
(mm2)
Genetic Search∗ Simulated Annealing Approach∗ Game Theoretic Approach ∗
Run
time
(mins)
% Delay % Noise Run
time
(mins)
% Delay % Noise Run
time
(mins)
% Delay % Noise
Savings Savings Savings Savings Savings Savings
Avg. Crit. Avg. Crit. Avg. Crit. Avg. Crit. Avg. Crit. Avg. Crit.
Mult 854 0.199 34.16 2.45 5.32 3.10 4.32 14.32 6.15 8.91 5.12 13.26 1.89 9.87 11.79 12.13 17.23
PCI bus 19520 0.434 183.23 12.79 20.16 13.78 19.96 47.35 10.31 21.22 12.36 23.39 5.23 19.32 34.21 21.42 37.38
Serial ATA 43563 1.624 418.31 17.94 31.02 11.53 25.82 124.83 18.91 28.65 12.41 26.37 11.86 29.87 39.95 20.14 42.15
RISC 61468 2.102 729.47 11.91 17.37 9.19 15.46 188.33 20.39 39.89 16.31 24.25 16.86 25.22 35.21 22.31 29.73
AVR µP 78770 11.103 972.51 10.18 11.25 13.67 22.13 232.67 17.57 21.35 27.67 40.12 21.32 22.45 37.63 31.34 40.31
P16C55 µC 102021 19.984 1301.43 11.64 15.48 25.91 29.18 288.36 17.98 29.47 31.67 39.45 28.98 19.86 27.45 43.29 57.98
T80 µC 157850 30.388 1689.24 13.76 14.11 15.23 18.10 353.25 14.86 15.97 23.39 29.74 39.48 23.78 34.87 33.12 39.89
Average 11.52 16.39 13.63 19.28 15.17 23.64 18.42 28.08 21.48 31.26 26.25 37.81
∗ No area overhead for all three approaches. The percentage values indicated are w.r.t placed and routed design without wire sizing.
1 Table Legend: Avg: Average savings of all the nets in the entire design;
Crit: Savings on the critical path net of the design;
Runtime: indicates the running time of each algorithm.
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Table 3.2. Experimental Results for Simultaneous Optimization of Delay, Power and Noise
During Wire Sizing Using Complex Delay Models
Open
core
Design
Total
Nets
Die
Area
(mm2)
Game Theoretic Approach
Run
time
(mins)
% Delay % Power % Noise
Savings Savings Savings
Avg. Crit. Avg. Crit. Avg. Crit.
Mult 854 0.199 2.34 4.31 7.49 5.16 7.44 8.15 13.56
PCI bus 19520 0.434 8.12 10.69 15.40 14.23 17.05 19.52 25.81
Serial ATA 43563 1.624 14.03 17.90 21.45 17.86 23.61 15.85 24.40
RISC 61468 2.102 23.80 19.92 22.31 15.52 19.03 17.64 24.74
AVR µP 78770 11.103 30.05 13.54 19.40 11.74 16.89 18.22 23.01
P16C55 µC 102021 19.984 37.58 14.11 18.58 19.35 27.20 21.65 30.94
T80 µC 157850 30.388 46.35 18.25 25.05 20.05 28.02 23.94 32.69
Average 14.10 14.84 17.85
The area overhead incurred is zero. The percentage values indicated are w.r.t placed
and routed design without wire sizing. For table legends, please refer to Table 3.1.
The wire sizing problem for simultaneous interconnect delay and crosstalk noise op-
timization is also modeled as a genetic search mechanism and solved using GALib [64].
The initial population contains the net segments with their corresponding wire sizes as
used in the original unsized design. Each individual in the population called chromosome
is represented as a set of three integers indicating the net number, the segment number
and the wire size assigned to the segment. The chromosomes evolve through successive
iterations called generations. During each generation, the chromosomes are evaluated for
their fitness test. We have defined the fitness criterion as the deviation of the crosstalk
noise and interconnect delay of each net segment from its worst-case values. The chromo-
somes with lower values of crosstalk noise and interconnect delay are given higher fitness
values. We have used steady-state genetic algorithm available as a part of GALib library
to generate overlapping populations which retains its 30% of fittest chromosomes in its
new generations. The mutation process for a chromosome is defined to randomly select a
wire size from its set of possible wire sizes. The new chromosomes are created using single
point crossover and are validated against their set of possible wire sizes. The selection
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process of chromosome is adopted by the roulette wheel selection approach. We have set
the convergence-of-population as the stopping measure for the evolution of generations.
Table 3.1. shows the experimental results for the case of simultaneous optimization of
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. First column indicates the name of the design and
the second column indicates its corresponding number of nets. The area indicated in third
column is chip area occupied by the core without considering its I/O pins. The fourth,
ninth and fourteenth columns indicate the runtime of genetic search, simulated annealing
and game theoretic wire size solvers respectively. Columns five and seven indicate the
average delay and noise savings for all the nets of the design obtained by the genetic search
mechanism. Columns ten and twelve indicate the same for simulated annealing approach,
while Columns fifteen and seventeen represents the game theoretic approach. Columns six
and eight indicate the critical net delay and noise savings obtained by the genetic search
mechanism. Columns eleven and thirteen indicate the same for the simulated annealing
approach, and Columns sixteen and eighteen indicate the game theoretic approach. Table
3.2. shows the experimental results for the case of simultaneous optimization of interconnect
delay, interconnect power and crosstalk noise.
The experiments were conducted such that the area overhead is zero in all three ap-
proaches. The savings obtained in terms of interconnect delay, power and crosstalk noise
depend on the factors like floorplan compaction, routing congestion. This is because the
routing congestion decides the wire size scaling of the nets routed through that region. It
can be noticed that the game theoretic approach yields better savings than genetic search
and simulated annealing for all the test case designs. In addition, our algorithm has signif-
icantly smaller run times than genetic search or simulated annealing for fairly large-scale
designs. Hence our approach is scalable and favorable to handle the complexity of large
SOC designs.
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3.10 Conclusions
Game theory allows the simultaneous optimization of multiple metrics in the context
of conflicting objectives leading to a convex objective function in the problem formulation.
This essentially makes it possible to use game theory for simultaneous optimization of
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. Optimizing both interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise is extremely critical in deep submicron and nano regime circuits. The use of game
theory and Nash equilibrium for the problem of wire sizing to optimize interconnect delay
and crosstalk noise is being attempted for the first time. The proposed method results in
a linear time algorithm with significantly better results than simulated annealing, making
this work an important contribution.
Our intention in this work was to show that wire sizing can be used to achieve simul-
taneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise at post-route stage. We
observed that the previous algorithms for wire sizing target for single metric optimization
with other parameters as constraints and have not been tested with all the design con-
straints such as routing congestion, floorplan compaction, position of nets, etc. Further,
prior works have not indicated a viable design flow to include wire sizing [59, 25]. It has
been pointed out in [59] that wire tapering for the entire net can yield 5% more savings
in delay when compared to uniform wire sizing. However, performing uniform wire sizing
within a net segment for all the segments of a net can yield significant savings in terms of
crosstalk noise and interconnect delay at post-route stage.
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CHAPTER 4
NEW INTERCONNECT MODELS
In the game model developed in Chapter 3, we divided the nets into net segments and
modeled the net segments as the players of the game. Even though, a player is modeled
as a net segment, the effects of the entire net on its net segment is considered by ordering
the channels, which aid in accounting for the downstream effects (please refer to Section
3.3). Hence, the interconnect delay has to be calculated for a net segment rather than
the entire net. The lengths of the net segments is sufficiently small and do not result in
tree topologies. The equation 2.3 gives the interconnect delay for the entire net and is
accurate, but complex to be computed repeatedly for the net segments. Hence, we develop
simple, fast but sufficiently accurate interconnect models that can be used for calculating
interconnect delays repeatedly in an arrangement of three parallel net segments.
4.1 Fast Transmission Line Models
In this section, we derive new, simple and fast models based on transmission line theory.
The net segment is modeled as a transmission line driven by a voltage source and terminated
by a load ZL, as shown in Figure 4.1.(a). We have considered the coupling effects due to the
immediate left and right net segments while developing the model for interconnect delay
through a segment of the given net. The series resistance of the neighboring net segments
is not considered since it does not affect the propagation characteristics along the given net
[65]. Figure 4.1.(b) shows the equivalent model with uncoupled capacitances for one section
of interconnect line arrangement given in Figure 4.1.(a). The elements shown in Figure
4.1. are defined per unit length of the interconnect line. Referring to Figure 4.1.(b), the
series impedance per unit length Zs and parallel impedance per unit length Zp are given
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by Equations 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The impedances Zl and Zr represent the coupling
effects due to left and right neighbors considering the propagation along the net segment.
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(a) Interconnect modeled as transmis-
sion line
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Figure 4.1. Interconnect Model (a) Modeled as a Transmission Line (b) Uncoupled Equiv-
alent of One Section of the Interconnect
Zs = R (4.1)
1
Zp
=
1
Zl
+
1
Zr
+ sCi = (Yl + Yr + Ci) s (4.2)
where, Zl =
Cil + Cl
sCilCl
=
1
sYl
, Zr =
Cir +Cr
sCirCr
=
1
sYr
The propagation constant γ and the characteristic impedance Z0 of the transmission
line model are given by the Equations 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
γ =
√
Zs
Zp
=
√
Rs (Yl + Yr + Ci) (4.3)
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Z0 =
√
ZsZp =
√
R
s (Yl + Yr +Ci)
(4.4)
In Laplace transform domain (s-domain), the voltage and current distributions along
an interconnect length (denoted by the coordinate z) satisfy the transmission line equations
given by 4.5
d2V
dz2
= γ2V, and
d2I
dz2
= γ2I (4.5)
The general solutions for the voltage and current satisfying the set of differential equa-
tions 4.5 are given by:
vz = Ae
γz +Be−γz, and iz =
Aeγz −Be−γz
Z0
(4.6)
where, the constants A and B can be determined by using the two known boundary con-
ditions: (i) the interconnect is driven by voltage source Vs and (ii) the interconnect is
terminated by a load ZL. Quantitatively, they can be represented as:
at source, z = 0 and vz = Vs
at load, z = L and vz/iz = ZL, where ZL = 1/sCL
substituting the above boundary conditions in Equations 4.6, and solving for A and B, we
have,
A =
Vs (ZL + Z0) e
−γL
eγL (ZL − Z0) + e−γL (ZL + Z0)
B =
Vs (ZL − Z0) eγL
eγL (ZL − Z0) + e−γL (ZL + Z0)
Therefore, the voltage at the load end (z = L) is given by Equation 4.7.
VL =
2VsZL
eγL (ZL − Z0) + e−γL (ZL + Z0) (4.7)
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The steady state voltage at the load of the interconnect line has to reach an ideal value
of Vs, the source voltage. The propagation delay in Laplace domain is defined as the time
taken for the voltage at the load terminal to reach 50% of its steady state value. At this
point, the s-parameter is defined as s = 2pi/Tdelay [65]. Hence, we have,
V Steady StateL =
Vs
2
=
2VsZL
eγL (ZL − Z0) + e−γL (ZL + Z0)
transforming the above equation, we have
(
eγL + e−γL
)
− Z0
ZL
(
eγL − e−γL
)
= 4 (4.8)
It should be noted in the above equation that ZL, Z0 and γ are functions of Tdelay in
terms of s. Equation 4.8 can be solved for Tdelay by using the Maclaurin’s series expan-
sion. We have approximated the expansion series to second order terms so as to obtain a
quadratic equation in terms of Tdelay, which can be solved easily. Higher order terms of
the Maclaurin’s series can be included if more accuracy is needed. The resulting model
is simple because it ignores wire inductance and limits the number of terms in Maclaurin
series.
4.2 Experimental Results
We have performed experiments by using the delay models developed in this chapter
to analyze their accuracy when compared to the results provided in Table 3.1. using the
complex models. The experiments were performed using the wire sizing methodology for
simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise developed in Chapter
3. The results incorporating the new models are given in Table 4.1..
Table 4.1. shows the experimental results for game theoretic approach using the delay
models defined in Equation 4.8. The first three columns of Table 4.1. represents the same
values indicated in the corresponding columns of Table 3.1.. Fourth column indicates the
runtime of the game theoretic wire size solver. Columns five and seven indicate the average
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Table 4.1. Experimental Results for Game Theoretic Approach Using the Developed Fast
Models During Wire Sizing
Opencore
Design
Total
Nets
Die
Area
(mm2)
Run
time
(mins)
% Delay % Noise
Savings Savings
Avg. Max. Avg. Max.
Mult 854 0.199 < 1 8.06 13.32 11.31 16.86
PCI bus 19520 0.434 3.42 17.23 35.68 19.24 36.12
Serial ATA 43563 1.624 8.62 26.58 42.12 16.83 45.33
RISC 61468 2.102 10.68 22.12 44.36 20.46 31.16
AVR µP 78770 11.103 14.23 24.45 38.78 33.26 47.38
P16C55 µC 102021 19.984 19.34 17.68 36.57 40.12 51.46
T80 µC 157850 30.388 26.54 22.45 39.18 32.48 47.19
Average 19.8 24.81
∗ The results indicated for game theoretic approach has no area overhead.
The percentage values indicated are with respect to placed and routed
design without wire sizing.
1 Table Legend: Avg: Average savings of all the nets in the entire design;
Crit: Savings on the critical path net of the design;
Runtime: indicates the running time of each algorithm.
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise savings respectively for all the nets in the design.
Columns six and eight indicate the savings of the net yielding maximum gain in terms of
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise respectively. Comparing the game theoretic results
from Tables 3.1. and 4.1., it can be noticed that the transmission line models developed
in this chapter for interconnect delay have sufficient accuracy and improved run times,
and hence can be used in optimization problems requiring extensive interconnect delay
computations on net segments.
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CHAPTER 5
GATE SIZING
In this chapter, we develop a framework for multi-metric optimization which is capable
of optimizing various conflicting design parameters. We model the post-route gate sizing
for simultaneous interconnect delay and crosstalk noise optimization as a game theoretic
optimization problem and solve it using Nash equilibrium theory. The crosstalk noise
induced on a net depends on the size of its driver gate and the size of the gates driving
its coupled nets. Increasing the gate size of the driver increases the noise induced by the
net on its coupled nets, whereas increasing the size of the drivers of coupled nets increases
the noise induced on the net itself, resulting in a cyclic order dependency leading to a
conflicting situation. Game theory inherently models the competition and is well suited
for conflicting situations. The gates of the design are modeled as the players, the possible
set of gate sizes for each gate is modeled as the strategy set, and the normalized geometric
mean of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise is modeled as the payoff function of the
normal form game. We have implemented two different strategies in which games are
ordered according to (i) the noise criticality, and (ii) delay criticality of nets. The time and
space complexities of the proposed gate sizing algorithm are linear in terms of the number
of gates in the design. Also, we have provided a mathematical proof of existence for Nash
equilibrium solution for the proposed gate sizing formulation.
5.1 Problem Definition
The problem of gate sizing can be defined as finding the optimal sizes for all gates in the
circuit such that the overall interconnect effects (delay and crosstalk noise in this chapter)
are minimized without need for rerouting or increase in area overhead. The coupling
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capacitance is responsible for the majority of the deep submicron effects. Hence, it is
important to extract the coupling capacitance of nets with high accuracy. The coupling
capacitance of a net depends the length of overlap and spacing between adjacent nets. This
information can be efficiently extracted at post-routing phase. The coupling noise induced
on a net depends on the size of its driver, driven and aggressor gates. Also, the interconnect
delay is a function of the gate sizes, and the input and load capacitances. Equations 2.3
and 2.10 emphasize that the gate sizes directly control the interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise in terms of the driver resistances, gate and coupling capacitances. Hence, calculating
the optimal gate sizes can effectively reduce the crosstalk noise and interconnect delay in
deep submicron designs. Gate sizing can be performed at post-route level by utilizing the
existing fill-space. In our approach, we incrementally scale the gate sizes to utilize the
available fill-space such that the routed resources in adjacent regions are not disturbed.
Hence, our approach will neither result in area overhead nor need re-routing of the design.
5.2 Motivation for Gate Sizing Using Game Theory Model
The coupling noise induced on a net depends on the size of the victim and the aggressor
gates. When the size of the victim gate is increased, the crosstalk noise on the victim net
decreases, but increases the noise induced by it on the aggressor nets. Hence, the aggressor
gates need to be sized-up in order to reduce the effect of sized-up victim driver. Increasing
the size of aggressors will increase the noise induced on the victim net, resulting in a
cyclic order dependency leading to a conflicting situation. It is pointed out in [10] that
solving the post-route gate sizing problem for crosstalk noise optimization is difficult due
to this conflicting nature of the problem. It is possible to develop a framework based on
game theory which lends itself well to modeling such conflicting situations. In a game
theoretic model involving convex payoff functions, it has been shown in [16] that the Nash
equilibrium solution always exists and tends to yield globally optimal solutions [17].
As the size of a gate increases, the interconnect delay through the driven net decreases
and the crosstalk noise induced on the adjacent nets increases (a convex function). Tra-
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ditionally, this problem is modeled using crosstalk noise as the objective function, while
maintaining interconnect delay as a constraint or vice versa. Through use of the game
theoretic formulation and the Nash equilibrium function, it is possible to achieve simul-
taneous optimization of multiple metrics with conflicting objectives. Since, interconnect
delay and crosstalk noise within a circuit are conflicting in nature, leading to a convex
objective function, and a convex objective function is a requirement for the Nash equilib-
rium function to yield good results, there is a good motivation. The performance of the
proposed algorithm is compared with that of simulated annealing and genetic search in
order to illustrate the elegance of game theoretic solutions for problems with conflicting
objectives. It is shown in Section 5.7 that the proposed approach yields better results than
simulated annealing, genetic search, and Lagrangian relaxation under the assumptions of
the same models, setup, parameters and the objective function.
5.3 Game Theoretic Gate Sizing for Multi-metric Optimization
In this section, we formulate and develop a methodology for simultaneous optimization
of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise using gate sizing. The problem of simultaneously
optimizing interconnect delay and crosstalk noise is being attempted for the first time. This
problem is complex to solve because of the conflicting nature of the interconnect delay and
crosstalk in any given circuit. Given a placed and routed design, we model a one-shot game
for each interconnect net and solve it to size a particular number of gates associated with
the game. The order in which the nets are chosen to create the one-shot games is critical in
deciding the percentage optimization achieved in terms of interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise. The interconnect nets can either be ordered according to its noise criticality or the
delay criticality with respect to the other nets in the design. We have investigated these
two types of orderings and developed a game theoretic framework as given below.
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5.3.1 Approach 1: Gates Ordered Based on Noise Criticality
We develop an optimization task which can be performed after the place and route phase
of the given gate-level netlist. The interconnect resistance, capacitance, inductance, and
the set of aggressor drivers along with their coupling capacitance is extracted for each net
from the SPEF netlist of the routed design. We extract the length of interconnect wires,
the length of overlaps of each net with its set of aggressor nets and their wire spacings
from the routed design exported in DEF format. The multi-terminal net is considered
as different nets with same driver and different receivers. The gates of the design are
ordered according to the noise criticality of the driven nets. Recent works on gate sizing
for crosstalk noise optimization [10, 31], employ a crosstalk noise estimator in their noise
optimization engines for identifying the noise critical nets of the given design. This is a
time consuming process. In this work, rather than estimating the noise induced on each
net, we rank the nets relatively, to indicate whether a net is more noise critical than an
other net or vice versa. The coupling capacitance between any two nets is proportional to
the length of their overlap and inversely proportional to the square of the distance of their
separation [57]. Hence, for each net, we define a score as
∑
∀aggressors
(length of their overlap)
(spacing)2
The nets with high score values are ranked higher to indicate that they are more noise
critical. The nets are sorted in a list according to their score values. The most critical
net will form the head of the list while the least critical net will form its tail. The gates
are considered for their size optimization in the order of the ranks of their driven nets.
Referring to the Equation 2.3, the interconnect delay of a net depends on the size of its
driver and receiver gates. The crosstalk noise induced on a net depends on the size of
all aggressor gates and its victim driver. For any given net, there can be many potential
aggressor gates. It is indicated in [10] that it is virtually not possible to consider the noise
effects of all the aggressor gates on a given net. Hence, we consider the effects of two
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most affecting aggressor gates while sizing the gates related to the given net. However, the
algorithm developed in this work is not limited to two aggressor gates and can be easily
extended to consider the effects of more than two aggressor gates for each net. In addition,
we show from experimental results that consideration of two most affecting aggressor gates
is sufficient to take coupling effects into account.
A game is modeled for each net in the order of their sorted list. The game created is a 4-
player game whose players are the driver, the receiver and the two most affecting aggressor
gates of the chosen net. The two most affecting aggressor gates are chosen among its pool
of aggressors based on the fraction of their contribution to the score of the given net. The
two aggressor gates which contribute to the majority of the score value are selected. We
have used normal form formulation to mathematically represent and solve the game. A
normal form game consists of a set of N players labeled 1, 2, . . . , N , such that each player
i has: (i) a choice set Si called strategy set of player i; its elements are called strategies,
and (ii) a payoff function Pi : S1 × S2 × .... × SN → <, assigned to each strategy chosen
by the player i with respect to other players. The strategy set and the payoff matrix of all
the individual players are sufficient to solve the normal form game. All the players play
simultaneously without any knowledge about other the players’ actions. In other words,
each player simultaneously chooses a strategy si ∈ Si such that the corresponding payoff
is minimized with respect to the payoffs of the other players. The equilibrium solution of
the game is computed using the Nash equilibrium theory.
The strategy set for each gate is modeled as the set of various possible gate sizes with
which it can be scaled. The scalable gate sizes for each gate are chosen such that its
replacement in the design does not result in re-routing. The maximum scalable gate size
depends on two factors: (i) available free space surrounding the gate in the design, and (ii)
drive strengths available for a gate type in the standard cell library. For a gate at specific
location in the design, all the gate sizes supported by the standard cell library cannot be
used as its strategies. Some of the gate sizes cannot be fitted within the available free
space without disturbing the routed nets surrounding it. Hence, the number of strategies
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Algorithm 5.1. Gate Sizing Algorithm for Interconnect Delay and Crosstalk Noise Opti-
mization
Input: Placed and routed design
Output: Optimized gate sizes
Algorithm:
extract the net parasitics from SPEF file
for all gates do
determine aggressors();
% extract aggressor gates from SPEF file
mark the gate as un-played
end for
for all nets do
extract the overlapping lengths and spacing between the adjacent nets from DEF file
calculate scores();
sort scores();
end for
while there exists an unsized gate do
select an un-played noise critical net i from the sorted list
identify two main aggressor gates for net i in the order of their coupling effects
create a 4-player game with driver, receiver, and two main aggressor gates of net i
for gate gk among the four players do
if gk is marked as sized then
strategy set of gk ← calculated Nash size;
else
strategy set of gk ← determine strategies();
end if
end for
cost-matrix ← payoff(four players, strategies)
% for payoff function, see Algorithm 5.2.
optimized-size ← nash-solution(four players, payoffs)
% for Nash equilibrium solution, see Algorithm 5.3.
mark the four played gates as sized
mark the net i as played
end while
return: optimized Nash sizes of gates
available for each gate is always less than the number of drive strengths available for that
gate type in the standard library. The minimum size of the gates is set to minimum drive
strength available in the standard cell library. If a gate involved in the current game is
marked as sized due its participation in earlier played games, its strategy set is modeled as
a singleton set consisting of its calculated Nash width. The strategy set for other players
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involved in the game is modeled as the available gate sizes in the standard cell library
between its minimum and maximum gate sizes.
The payoff function tries to capture the interaction between the four gates identified as
the players of the game. For the chosen net, its delay D and the maximum crosstalk noise
N are calculated using the Equations 2.3, and 2.7 respectively. These values are calculated
for all strategies of a gate considering the strategies of other players of the game. The
delay and crosstalk noise values obtained for each strategy of a player are normalized with
respect to a particular strategy. The normalization is performed to transform the delay and
crosstalk noise values into dimensionless quantities so that they can be easily correlated
with each other. The payoff function is modeled as the geometric mean of normalized delay
and noise values of the players so as to give equal weight to both interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise.
Algorithm 5.2. Algorithm for Payoff Matrix Calculation
Input: Number of Players N , Strategy set S
Output: Payoff matrix
for all players i ∈ 1 to N do
for all strategy combinations Sj = {sj1, . . . , sjN}, where (sj1 ∈ S1), . . . , (sjN ∈ SN ) do
calculate the delay using Equation 2.3
normalize the delay w.r.t first strategy combination
calculate the crosstalk noise using Equation 2.7
normalize the noise w.r.t first strategy combination
P [i, Sj] ← Geometric mean of normalized noise and delay
end for
end for
return: payoff matrix P ∀ strategy combinations
The Nash equilibrium is evaluated for the chosen net and the game is played out. The
four gates that participated in the played game are flagged as “sized” and their sizes are
set equal to the calculated Nash sizes. The chosen net, for which the game is played out,
is tagged as played net and is removed from the sorted list of ordered nets. A new net
located at the head of the sorted list is selected to play the next game. The four players
corresponding to the selected net are identified. The strategy set of the gates which are
marked as “sized” are defined as a singleton consisting of only its calculated Nash width.
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The strategy sets for other players of the game are identified as described above and
the Nash equilibrium of the game is evaluated. This process of creating and playing the
sequential games is repeated until all the gates of the design are marked as sized. It can
be noted that the number of games played is always less than the total number of gates in
the design. The pseudo-code of the complete gate sizing algorithm developed in this work
is shown in Algorithm 5.1..
Algorithm 5.3. Algorithm for Nash Equilibrium Solution
Input: Number of players N , Payoff matrix P
Output: Nash solution
for all players i do
for all payoffs of player i do
find s∗i such that,
Pi(s
∗
1, . . . , s
∗
i , . . . , s
∗
N ) ≥ Pi(s∗1, . . . , si, . . . , s∗N )
s∗i is the Nash strategy for player i
end for
end for
Nash-solution S∗ = {s∗1, . . . , s∗N}
% set of optimized strategies for all N players
return: Nash solution S∗
5.3.2 Approach 2: Gates Ordered Based on Delay Criticality
The ordering of nets in the sorted list dictates the order in which the gates are considered
for their size optimization. In section 5.3.1, the interconnect wires are sorted in a list based
on the noise criticality of the nets. Hence, the approach outlined in section 5.3.1, yields
slightly better optimization of crosstalk noise than interconnect delay, while simultaneously
optimizing both delay and noise. In this section, we investigate a strategy wherein delay
is considered as higher criticality than noise, while simultaneously optimizing delay and
noise. It is interesting to note that both methods yield significantly better optimization of
both delay and noise compared to other methods. The designer can choose either of the
strategies based on the need. The difference between the two strategies is the way in which
the sorted list is created. After the design is placed and routed, the path delays of all the
paths in the design are estimated, and are sorted into a list based on their delay criticality.
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The most delay critical path is chosen to create games for gate size optimization. The
games are created for each net in the chosen path in the order from its primary output to
primary inputs. As an example for illustration, consider the chosen path to consist of four
gates: A,B,C and D, in successive transition connected with nets: 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
The gate A is driven by primary inputs and gate D drives a primary output. In order to
consider the down-stream load capacitance, the net 3 connecting gates C and D should
be optimized before the nets 1 and 2. Thus, the games are played in the order of net 3
followed by net 2 followed by net 1. The game formulated for each net involves its driver,
receiver and its two most affecting aggressor gates as its players. The two most affecting
aggressor gates for the net and its strategies are identified as indicated in section 5.3.1.
After the games are played for all the nets of the chosen critical path in its direction of
primary output to primary inputs, the next critical path in the sorted list is selected to
play games. This process of creating games is repeated until the sorted list is empty.
5.4 Time and Space Complexity of Proposed Gate Sizing Algorithms
The worst case time complexity of evaluating Nash equilibrium for a general M-player
game with S strategies for each player is given as O(M ∗ SM ) [52]. Referring to Section
5.3.1, we have modeled the problem of gate sizing for simultaneous interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise reduction as a game with four players. For each gate type, the number of
different drive strengths available for it in the standard cell library act as its maximum
number of strategies. We have used a standard cell library containing gates with four
different drive strengths, built on TSMC 180nm design rules. Even though, there are four
different drive strengths available in the library, the scalable sizes for each gate depends
on the location and the free space surrounding it in the design. Hence, the number of
strategies available for each gate is less than or equal to four. Thus, the complexity of
calculating the Nash equilibrium for a single game played is given by O(4∗44). The games
are played repeatedly until all the gates are sized. In any game, if a gate is marked as sized,
then its strategy set is modeled to have single strategy consisting of its calculated Nash
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size. When a game is played, the outcome is finding the best gate sizes for all the players
which are not sized before. The number of games played is less than the total number of
gates in the design because after each game is played out, at least one new gate will be
sized. Hence, the overall time complexity of all the games played can be mathematically
given as
O
(
Ngates ∗ 4 ∗ 44
)
≈ O (Ngates)
where Ngates is the total number of gates in the given design. It can be noticed that the
time complexity of the proposed algorithm is linear and is proportional to the total number
of gates in the design.
The space complexity of the proposed algorithm is dependent entirely on the number
of gates in the design and the space complexity of the payoff matrix. The space complexity
of a payoff matrix depends on the number of strategies for each player playing the game.
As the games are played sequentially, the total space required by all the games is equal to
the space complexity of a game involving players with the maximum number of strategies.
Mathematically, the space complexity required by all the payoff matrices is given as O(S1 ∗
S2 ∗ S3 ∗ S4) ≤ O(4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4), where S1, S2S3, and S4 are strategy sets of 4-player
game involving the players with maximum strategies. Hence, the space complexity of the
proposed algorithm is given as
O (Ngates + 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4) ≈ O (Ngates)
5.5 Proof of Existence of Nash Equilibrium for the Proposed Gate Sizing
Formulation
In this section, we provide the proof of existence of Nash equilibrium in the case of gate
sizing problem for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise.
As the gate size of a gate increases, the interconnect delay decreases and the coupling
capacitance increases resulting in a convex payoff function. Let G = {S1, . . . , Sn; f1, . . . , fn}
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be a game with each player i ∈ N having a strategy set Si containing its possible gate sizes
and its payoff given by fi. We have modeled the strategy set Si for each player as a non-
empty, compact set of a finite dimensional Euclidean space. Because of the convex nature
of the interconnect delay and crosstalk noise, the modeled payoff function fi becomes upper
semicontinuous on S = ΠNi=1Si and for any fixed ui ∈ Si, the function fi(ui, .) is a lower
semicontinuous on S(−i) [16]. For any u ∈ S, the best reply or the expected payoff Bi(u)
is also convex. According to Kakutani’s fixed point theorem [61], the game G has at least
one Nash equilibrium point if the graph
GB = {(x, y) : x ∈ S, y ∈ B(x)}
is closed.
Lets assume that it is not closed. Then, ∃(x0, y0) /∈ GB , such that every neighborhood
(in S × S) of (x0, y0) contains a point of GB .
∵ x0 is a gate size, it has to be one of those from the set of possible gate sizes for the
given player in order to satisfy the DRC rules of the used process technology.
∴ x0 ∈ S ⇒ y0 /∈ B(x0)
In other words, for at least one gate playing the game (say gate 1), there is an y11 ∈ S1
such that
f1(y
1
1 , x
0
2, . . . x
0
n) ≥ f1(y01, x02, . . . x0n) (5.1)
Let F be a function such that F : S2 → < and given as
F (x, y) = f1(y
1
1 , x2, . . . xn)− f1(y1, x2, . . . xn)
Since fi is upper semicontinuous on S and fi(ui, .) is lower semicontinuous on S−i, F is
lower semicontinuous and C = {(x, y) ∈ S2 : F (x, y) ≤ 0} is closed. Hence, for any
(x¯, y¯) ∈ GB , F (x¯, y¯) ≤ 0. But, by Equation 5.1, F (x0, y0) ≥ 0, contradicting the closedness
of C. Thus, there is a point s∗ ∈ S such that s∗ ∈ B(s∗), which is a Nash equilibrium point.
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Figure 5.1. Integration of Proposed Gate Sizing Algorithm in the Design Flow
5.6 Design Flow
The design flow for obtaining an optimally gate sized circuit from a verilog/VHDL
description is shown in Figure 5.1.. The behavioral verilog/VHDL description is synthesized
on to a library of standard cells and given as input to the design flow. The standard cells
are placed and routed in accordance with the synthesized code using any standard cell place
and route tool. We have used the First Encounter
 
RTL-to-GDSII tool from Cadence

Design Systems to perform the placement and routing of gate-level design. The parasitics
from the routed design are exported in SPEF format with the help of StarRCXT from
Synopsys Inc. A lex and yacc script is developed to read the SPEF netlist and extract the
values of interconnect resistance, capacitance, inductance and coupling capacitances along
with their set of aggressor gates for all the nets of the design. Also, a gawk script is written
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to extract the information about the length of overlaps between two given nets along with
their distance of separation from the DEF netlist. The models used for Interconnect delay
and crosstalk noise, and the modeling of the payoff function are described in Sections 2.5
and 5.3.1 respectively. The payoff function is used by the game theoretic based gate size
solver described in Algorithm 5.1. to minimize the interconnect delay and crosstalk noise
of individual nets in the order of their noise criticality. The optimized gate sizes resulted
from our solver are used to update the routed design. We have developed another gawk
script which scales the gates in the original DEF routed design according to their calculated
optimized gate sizes. It should be noted here that the resulting optimized design does not
require re-routing since the possible gate sizes drafted for each gate are within its limits to
satisfy the design rules of the used process technology.
5.7 Experimental Results
The game theoretic gate size solver described in Algorithm 5.1. was implemented in C
and executed on a UltraSPARC-IIe 650MHz, 512MB Sun Blade 150 system running Solaris
2.8. The ASIC designs on which we tested our algorithm were obtained from Opencores
[62]. A standard cell library containing 10 logic cells with 4 different drive strengths based
on a 6-Metal layer, 180nm technology has been developed and used. ASIC designs, written
in behavioral VHDL/Verilog are converted to structural VHDL/Verilog using the standard
cells in the library with the help of BuildGates, an RTL synthesis tool of Cadence design
systems. We have modified the ASIC designs such that all the blocks in the design are
flattened to standard cells in the library without maintaining the hierarchy. The on-chip
memory modules are realized as register arrays with D-flipflop as basic building units. The
structural VHDL/Verilog design is used as input by Cadence First Encounter to develop
the floorplan. We have set the option of row utilization to 70% for all the designs so as to
allow some gate size scaling. The design is then placed and routed using Amoebaplace and
Nanoroute respectively, which are part of Cadence First Encounter tool. The final placed
and routed design is then exported in DEF format.
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The parasitic information from the routed design is extracted in SPEF format using
Synopsys StarRCXT. The interconnect resistance, interconnect capacitance, interconnect
inductance, coupling capacitances along with their aggressor drivers is extracted from the
SPEF file and is given as input to the game theoretic gate size solver. The length of overlap
with the aggressor nets and their spacing is extracted from the DEF file and is also given
as input. The calculated gate size for each gate is used to update the original DEF file to
generate an optimized DEF file. It can be noted that the optimized DEF file is created
with the help of a gawk script and verified for DRC rules. The design is not rerouted to
generate the optimized DEF file. The interconnect delay and crosstalk noise are estimated
using Cadence Signalstorm and CelticIC tools respectively with their robust models, and
not using the analytical models used in the dissertation.
The works reported in literature solve the problem of gate sizing for crosstalk noise
optimization under delay constraints. In this work, we have solved the problem of gate
sizing for simultaneous optimization of crosstalk noise and interconnect delay. Hence, in
order to compare our results, we have implemented simulated annealing and genetic search
for simultaneous optimization of crosstalk noise and interconnect delay, and executed it on
same Solaris machine with same set of inputs and parameters. The simulated annealing
algorithm was implemented and we experimented to obtain the best results in terms of
optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. The set of possible gate sizes is
calculated as indicated in Section 5.3.1. In each move of the simulated annealing process,
a gate is randomly selected and its size is randomly assigned from the set of its possible
gate sizes. The cost function is defined as the geometric mean of interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise summed over all the nets. The initial temperature is determined by finding
the average change in the cost for a set of random moves from the starting configuration
and selecting the temperature which leads to an accept probability of 0.95. The number
of moves per temperature for each design is set to 20 times the total number of gates in
the design. This is done so as to allow at least 10 to 15 moves on the average for each gate
before settling for its solution. The up-hill moves are accepted with a probability of e−
δC
T ,
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where δC is the change in the cost and T is the current temperature of the iteration. The
temperature is cooled at the rate of 0.95.
The gate sizing problem for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise is modeled as a genetic search mechanism and solved using GALib [64]. The initial
population contains the gates represented by their corresponding gate sizes as used in the
original unsized design. Each individual in the population, called a chromosome, is rep-
resented as a set of two integers indicating the gate number and the gate size assigned
to it. The chromosomes evolve through successive iterations called generations. During
each generation, the chromosomes are evaluated for their fitness test. We have defined the
fitness criterion as the deviation of the crosstalk noise and interconnect delay of each gate
from their worst-case values. The chromosomes with lower values of crosstalk noise and
interconnect delay are given higher fitness values. We have used the steady-state genetic
algorithm available as a part of GALib library to generate overlapping populations which
retains its 30% of fittest chromosomes in its new generations. The mutation process for
a chromosome is defined as randomly selecting a gate size from its set of possible gate
sizes. The new chromosomes are created using single point crossover and are validated
against their set of possible gate sizes. The selection process of a chromosome is adopted
by the roulette wheel selection approach. We have set the convergence-of-population as
the stopping measure for the evolution of generations.
Experimental results are provided in Tables 5.1. and 5.2.. Table 5.1. indicate the average
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise savings of all nets of the design, whereas the Table
5.2. indicates the critical path savings in terms of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise.
Referring to Table 5.1., the first column indicates the name of the open core design and the
second column indicates the corresponding number of gates in the design. Columns three,
six, nine, and twelve indicate the running times of genetic search, simulated annealing,
game theoretic approach based on noise criticality (GT-NC approach) and game theoretic
approach based on delay criticality (GT-DC approach) respectively.
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Table 5.1. Average Savings for Simultaneous Optimization of Interconnect Delay and Crosstalk Noise During
Gate Sizing∗
Open
Core
Design
[62]
Total
Gates
GS Approach1 SA Approach2 GT-NC Approach3 GT-DC Approach4
Run
Time
(mins)
% Average Run
Time
(mins)
% Average Run
Time
(mins)
% Average Run
Time
(mins)
% Average
Savings Savings Savings Savings
Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise
Mult 428 28.40 3.06 3.21 10.28 4.83 3.74 1.13 4.18 5.34 1.06 6.32 3.98
PCI 7882 158.41 5.29 4.64 38.83 8.14 10.68 4.29 10.39 16.49 4.16 12.11 13.89
ATA 21781 352.92 5.78 7.30 64.15 14.12 16.81 10.49 20.31 23.91 10.67 21.83 20.79
RISC 34172 587.12 4.72 7.91 79.61 12.92 13.95 13.31 15.28 14.05 13.46 16.72 13.48
AVRµP 41274 716.72 8.31 8.92 112.48 15.67 16.78 15.79 21.41 22.96 15.13 24.41 18.63
P16C55 52128 1089.52 5.94 6.11 159.76 13.35 17.23 19.98 16.96 21.91 20.13 19.40 20.07
T80µC 69973 1426.32 6.43 7.86 220.57 17.42 21.63 27.67 19.86 25.24 27.14 20.74 24.83
Average 5.65 6.56 12.35 14.40 15.48 18.56 17.36 16.52
∗ No area overhead for all four approaches. The percentage values indicated are w.r.t placed and routed design without
gate sizing.
1 GS Approach: Genetic search based gate sizing for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise
2 SA Approach: Simulated annealing based gate sizing for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise
3 GT-NC Approach: Game theoretic gate sizing with gates ordered based on noise criticality for simultaneous optimization
of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise
4 GT-DC Approach: Game theoretic gate sizing with gates ordered based on delay criticality for simultaneous optimization
of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise
Table Legend: Average Savings: Average savings of all the nets in the entire design; Runtime: running time of each
algorithm.
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Table 5.2. Critical Path Savings for Simultaneous Optimization of Interconnect Delay and Crosstalk Noise During
Gate Sizing ∗
Open
Core
Design
[62]
Total
Gates
GS Approach1 SA Approach2 GT-NC Approach3 GT-DC Approach4
Run
Time
(mins)
% Crit. Path Run
Time
(mins)
% Crit. Path Run
Time
(mins)
% Crit. Path Run
Time
(mins)
% Crit. Path
Savings Savings Savings Savings
Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise
Mult 428 28.40 4.98 4.16 10.28 5.71 6.68 1.13 5.59 7.86 1.06 8.41 7.01
PCI 7882 158.41 7.84 6.02 38.83 14.29 17.51 4.29 17.11 25.29 4.16 20.30 24.12
ATA 21781 352.92 9.47 6.51 64.15 15.91 18.43 10.49 24.78 27.12 10.67 25.99 24.39
RISC 34172 587.12 4.39 8.10 79.61 19.41 17.50 13.31 21.16 19.96 13.46 23.09 17.71
AVRµP 41274 716.72 7.49 9.91 112.48 20.69 22.54 15.79 27.19 28.95 15.13 35.52 22.31
P16C55 52128 1089.52 7.03 5.67 159.76 16.75 17.49 19.98 21.54 23.16 20.13 25.11 21.69
T80µC 69973 1426.32 3.95 10.64 220.57 20.78 25.41 27.67 24.21 28.92 27.14 26.81 26.22
Average 6.45 7.29 16.22 17.94 20.23 23.04 23.60 20.49
∗ For table footnotes, please refer to footnotes given under Table 5.1.. Crit. Path Savings: Savings on the critical net of
the design
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The columns four and five of Table 5.1. indicate the average interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise savings for all the nets of the design obtained by genetic search approach.
Columns seven and eight represent these values for simulated annealing approach, while
columns ten and eleven indicate for GT-NC approach and columns thirteen and fourteen
indicate for GT-DC approach respectively. The columns of Table 5.2. represent the same
corresponding values obtained for critical path of the respective design. The experiments
were conducted such that the area overhead is zero in all four approaches. Referring to Ta-
ble 5.1., genetic search shows 5.65% and 6.56% of average interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise improvements. Simulated annealing shows 12.35% and 14.40% of average intercon-
nect delay crosstalk noise improvements. In comparison, GT-NC approach shows 15.48%
and 18.56% of average interconnect delay and crosstalk noise improvements, while GT-DC
approach shows improvements of 17.36% and 16.52% respectively. Referring to Table 5.2.,
genetic search results in 6.45% and 7.29% and simulated annealing results in 16.22% and
17.94% in terms of critical path interconnect delay and crosstalk noise savings respectively.
In comparison, GT-NC approach yields 20.23% and 23.04% improvements on critical nets
in terms of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise, while GT-DC approach yields 23.60%
and 20.49% improvements respectively. Also, we have observed that interconnect power
consumption follows the same trend as that of crosstalk noise. The decrease in coupling
capacitance results in a smaller switched capacitance and thereby would result in lesser
power dissipation. The game theoretic gate size solver, in addition to outperforming ge-
netic search and simulating annealing in terms of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise
savings, has significantly smaller run times. Hence, our approach is scalable and favorable
to handle the complexity of large SOC designs.
To enable a direct comparison of our work with the recent work reported in [31], we have
modified our game theoretic approach 1, given in Section 5.3.1 to minimize the crosstalk
noise under delay constraints. The work developed in [31] is a Lagrangian relaxation based
gate sizing approach for reducing the crosstalk noise under delay constraints. The developed
algorithm is iterative and makes use of a coupling graph developed based on the coupling
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Table 5.3. Crosstalk Noise Optimization Under Delay Constraints
During Gate Sizing ∗
Open
Core
Design
[62]
Total
Gates
Number of Noise Violations
Noise Threshold = 0.15Vdd
Lagrangian Based [31] Game Based [This Work]
Mult 428 7 5
PCI 7882 23 11
ATA 21781 97 26
RISC 34172 148 53
AVRµP 41274 181 59
P16C55 µC 52128 239 67
T80µC 69973 289 83
∗ Here, we have used the number of noise violations as the metric, since it
is used in [31] as their algorithm evaluation criteria.
capacitances. For both game theoretic and Lagrangian relaxation [31] approaches, we have
used the delay values obtained from simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise as the set of delay constraints, so as to ensure a tighter constraint set
for both approaches. The Lagrangian relaxation problem for post-layout crosstalk noise
reduction is formulated as developed in [31] and solved using LANCELOT [66]. The game
theoretic approach 1, given in Section 5.3.1, is modified such that the strategies which do
not satisfy the delay constraints are pruned out from their respective strategy sets. The
payoff function is then modified to account solely for crosstalk noise induced on the net
under consideration. Table 5.3. shows the comparison of game theoretic and Lagrangian
relaxation based approaches indicated in terms of number of noise violations for each design.
Noise violations are expressed as the number of nets which have an induced noise exceeding
a threshold noise set to 0.15Vdd. It can seen that our approach results in significantly fewer
faults when compared to the Lagrangian relaxation.
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5.8 Conclusions
Game theory allows the simultaneous optimization of multiple metrics in the context
of conflicting objectives leading to a convex objective function in the problem formulation.
This essentially makes it possible to use game theory for simultaneous optimization of
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. Optimizing both interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise is extremely critical in deep submicron and nano regime circuits. The proposed
method results in a linear time algorithm with significantly better results than genetic
search, simulated annealing and Lagrangian relaxation, making this work an important
contribution.
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CHAPTER 6
INTEGRATED GATE AND WIRE SIZING
In this chapter, we develop a new post-layout integrated gate and wire sizing algorithm
for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. The problem of
post-layout gate and wire sizing is modeled as a normal form game and solved using Nash
equilibrium. The crosstalk noise induced on a net depends on its wire size, its driver size
and the sizes of gates driving its coupled nets. It is reported in [10] that solving the problem
of crosstalk noise optimization at post-route level is difficult due to the cyclic dependency,
resulting in a conflicting situation. Game theory provides a natural framework for han-
dling conflicting objectives and allows simultaneous optimization of multiple parameters.
The formulation of a convex objective function is a requirement in order to obtain bet-
ter optimization in a game theoretic framework. This property is exploited to solve the
cyclic dependency of crosstalk noise on its gate and wire sizes, while modeling the problem
of simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise, which again are
conflicting in nature. A game is modeled with the crosstalk noise and interconnect delay
of the chosen net as the players, the possible gate and wire sizes as the strategy set and
the analytical expressions for crosstalk noise and interconnect delay as their respective
expected payoffs. We have implemented two different strategies in which the games are
ordered according to (i) the noise criticality, and (ii) the delay criticality of nets. The time
and space complexity of the proposed integrated sizing algorithm is linear in terms of the
number of gates and wires in the design.
In Chapters 3 and 5, we have independently solved the problem of simultaneous opti-
mization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise using wire sizing and gate sizing respec-
tively. In Chapter 3, we have modeled the problem of post layout wire sizing as a number
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of 3-player games with wire segments as the players, possible wire sizes as the strategy
set and normalized geometric mean of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise as the payoff
function. In Chapter 5, we have modeled the problem of post layout gate sizing as a num-
ber of 4-player games with gates as the player, possible gate sizes as the strategy set and
normalized geometric mean of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise as the payoff function.
On contrary, in this chapter, we address the problem of integrated gate and wire sizing
for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. The modeling of
games for the integrated problem is completely different from that given in Chapters 3 and
5. Here, we have modeled the interconnect delay and crosstalk noise as the players of the
game rather than the gates or the wire segments. Hence, every game created is a 2-player
non-zero sum game. This modeling helps in improving the run time significantly.
6.1 Problem Definition
The problem of post-layout gate and wire sizing can be defined as follows: find the
optimal gate and wire sizes such that the interconnect effects (interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise in this work) are minimized under the given area constraints and without
the need for rerouting any of the nets in the design. The parasitic resistance and capacitance
of interconnect wires are highly dependent on the wire widths and gate sizes. The coupling
capacitance is responsible for the majority of the deep submicron effects. The coupling
noise induced on a net depends on its wire size, and the gate sizes of the driver, receiver
and aggressor gates. The interconnect delay is also a function of gate and wire sizes (see
Equation 2.3). Hence, calculating the optimal gate and wire sizes can effectively reduce
both crosstalk noise and interconnect delay in deep submicron designs. Gate and wire
sizing can be performed at post-route level by utilizing the existing fill-space. In this work,
we incrementally scale the sizes of gates and wires to utilize the available fill-space, such
that the routed resources in adjacent regions are not disturbed. Hence, our approach will
neither result in area overhead nor need rerouting of the design.
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6.2 Motivation for Integrated Gate and Wire Sizing
The coupling noise induced on a net depends on the wire size of the net and the sizes of
the victim and aggressor gates. When the size of the victim gate is increased, the crosstalk
noise on the victim net decreases, but increases the noise induced by it on the aggressor
nets. Hence, the aggressor gates needs to be sized-up to reduce the effects of sized-up
victim driver. Increasing the size of aggressors will increase the noise induced on the
victim net, hence, resulting in a cyclic order dependency leading to a conflicting situation.
Similarly, changing the wire size of a net will affect the wire sizes of the neighboring nets,
resulting in conflicting behavior even in the case of wire sizing. It is reported in [10] that
solving the crosstalk noise optimization problem at post-route level is difficult due to this
conflicting nature of the problem. Game theory provides a natural framework for handling
such conflicting situations. As the size of a gate and wire increases, the interconnect delay
through the driven net decreases and the crosstalk noise induced on the adjacent nets
increases (convex payoff function). In a game involving convex payoff functions, the game
theory works better [16] and Nash equilibrium solution always exists and tends to achieve
global optimal solutions [17]. It has been shown in [17] that the complexity of determining
the Nash equilibrium lies between P and NP depending on the problem formulation. It
is shown in Section 6.7 that the proposed approach yield better results than simulated
annealing and Lagrangian relaxation under the assumptions of the same models, setup,
parameters and the objective function.
6.3 A New Approach to Integrated Gate and Wire Sizing
In this section, we formulate and develop a methodology for simultaneous optimization
of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise using gate and wire sizing. The problem of simul-
taneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise can be solved independently
using gate sizing followed by wire sizing or wire sizing followed by gate sizing with the help
of methodologies developed in Chapters 5 and 3. However, it would be more advantageous
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to solve the gate and wire sizing problems in an integrated framework rather than in a
sequential framework. In sequential framework, since the algorithms for gate and wire
sizing are applied in sequence, one after the other, the full optimization potential of the
individual algorithms cannot be achieved. The algorithm applied first would have more
resources available for it to optimize than the following algorithms and hence, would result
in sub-optimal solutions for algorithms applied following the first. Given a placed and
routed design, we model a 2-player one-shot game for each interconnect net and solve it to
size a particular number of gates associated with the game. The order in which the nets
are chosen to create the one-shot games is critical in deciding the percentage optimization
achieved in terms of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. The interconnect nets can ei-
ther be ordered according to its noise criticality or the delay criticality with respect to the
other nets in the design. We have investigated these two type of orderings and developed
a game theoretic framework as given below.
6.3.1 Approach 1: Gates Ordered Based on Noise Criticality
After the place and route phase of the design, the interconnect resistance, capacitance,
inductance, and the set of aggressor drivers are extracted for each net from the Standard
Parasitic Exchange Format (SPEF) netlist. We extract the interconnect wire lengths, wire
widths, the length of overlaps of each net with its set of aggressor nets and their wire spac-
ings from the routed design exported in DEF format. These values are used for calculating
the coupling capacitances between the given nets and their aggressor nets. A multi-terminal
net is considered as different nets with same driver and different receivers. Recent works
on crosstalk noise optimization [10, 31] use a noise estimator in their optimization engines,
for identifying the noise critical nets of the design. This is a time consuming process. The
coupling capacitance between any two nets is proportional to the length of their overlap
and inversely proportional to the square of the distance of their separation [57]. Hence,
rather than estimating the noise induced on each net, we rank the nets relatively, to indi-
cate whether a net is more noise critical than an other net or vice versa. We define a score
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for each net as given by
∑
∀aggressors
(length of their overlap)
(spacing)2
The nets with high score values are ranked higher to indicate that they are more noise
critical. The nets are sorted in a list according to their score values. The gates and wires
related to the net are considered for their size optimization depending on the position
of the net in the sorted list, starting from the head. Referring to the Equation 2.3, the
interconnect delay of a net depends on the wire size of the net, and the gate sizes of the
driver and the receiver. The crosstalk noise induced on a net depends on the wire sizes of
the net and its aggressor nets, and the gate sizes of the aggressors and the victim driver.
For any given net, there can be potentially many aggressor nets. It is indicated in [10] that
it is virtually not possible to consider the noise effects of all the aggressors on the given net.
Also, the crosstalk noise model based on transmission lines used in this work can handle
only two aggressors. Hence, we consider the effects of two most affecting aggressors while
sizing the gates and wires related to the given net. However, the algorithm developed in
this work is not limited to two aggressor nets and gates, and can be easily extended to
consider the effects of more than two aggressors for each net. In addition, we show from
experimental results that consideration of two most affecting aggressor nets and gates is
sufficient to take coupling effects into account. Here, we would like the readers to note
that the measured values of crosstalk noise and interconnect delay in experimental results
are based on the commercial models of cadence tools and not using the analytical models
used in this work. Hence, the savings reported in section 6.7 are not based on the coupling
effects due to the consideration of two aggressor nets.
A 2-player nonzero-sum game is modeled for each net, i, in the order of their sorted
list. The interconnect delay and crosstalk noise of the net i act as the two players of the
game. We have used normal form formulation to mathematically represent and solve the
game. A normal form game consists of a set of N players labeled 1, 2, . . . , N , such that
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Algorithm 6.1. An Integrated Gate and Wire sizing Algorithm for Interconnect Delay and
Crosstalk Noise Optimization
Input: Placed and routed design
Output: Optimized gate and wire sizes
Algorithm:
- Extract the net parasitics from SPEF file
- Extract the overlapping lengths and spacing between the adjacent nets from DEF file
- Mark all the nets as “unsized”
for all Gates do
Determine aggressors();
- Mark the gate as “unsized”
end for
Calculate scores();
% Calculates score for all nets of the design
Sort scores();
% Sorts all the net into a list according to their scores
while There exists an “un-played” net in the list do
- Select the most noise critical net i from the sorted list
- Create a 2-player game with interconnect delay and crosstalk noise as players.
- Identify the two main aggressor nets, a1 and a2, in the order of their coupling effects
on net i
- Tag the nets i, a1 and a2 as the strategy determiners (a total of three wires for wire
sizing)
- Tag the driver and receiver gates of nets i, a1 and a2 as the strategy determiners (a
total of six gates for gate sizing)
strategy set ← ∅;
for all SDk ∈ strategy determiners do
if SDk is marked as “sized” then
strategy set ← strategy set ⋃ calculated Nash size of SDk;
else
strategy set ← strategy set ⋃ set of possible sizes of SDk;
end if
end for
cost-matrix ← payoff(two players, strategy set);
% for payoff function, see Algorithm 6.2.
optimized-size ← nash-solution(two players, payoffs);
% for Nash equilibrium solution, see Algorithm 6.3.
- Mark the six gates involved in the game as “sized”
- Mark the nets i, a1 and a2 as “sized” and remove it from the sorted list
end while
return: Optimized Nash sizes for gates and net segments
each player p has: (i) a choice set Sp called strategy set of player p; its elements are called
strategies, and (ii) a payoff function Pp : S1×S2× ....×SN → <, assigned to each strategy
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chosen by the player p with respect to other players. The strategy set and the payoff matrix
of all the individual players are sufficient to solve the normal form game. All the players
play simultaneously without any knowledge about other players’ play. In other words,
the players simultaneously chooses a strategy sp ∈ Sp such that their respective payoff is
maximized with respect to the payoffs of the other players. The equilibrium of the game
is computed by using the Nash equilibrium theory.
Algorithm 6.2. Algorithm for Payoff Matrix Calculation
Input: Number of Players N , Strategy set S
Output: Payoff matrix
for all players i ∈ 1 to N do
for all strategy combinations Sj = {sj1, . . . , sjN}, where (sj1 ∈ S1), . . . , (sjN ∈ SN ) do
calculate the delay using Equation 2.3
normalize the delay w.r.t first strategy combination
calculate the crosstalk noise using Equation 2.7
normalize the noise w.r.t first strategy combination
P [i, Sj] ← Geometric mean of normalized noise and delay
end for
end for
return: payoff matrix P ∀ strategy combinations
The two most affecting aggressor nets are chosen among its pool of aggressors based
on the fraction of its contribution to the score of the given net. The two aggressor nets,
a1 and a2, which contribute to the majority of the score value are selected. The wires
i, a1 and a2 are added to the set of strategy determiners and represent the set of scalable
wires in the game. The driver and receiver gates of wires i, a1 and a2 are added to the set
of strategy determiners as the set of scalable gates (a total of six gates). The minimum
wire size of a net is fixed based on the minimum wire size design rule requirement of the
process technology. The maximum wire size for a net is determined based on the free
space available around the net. The range between maximum and minimum wire sizes
for each net is treated as its possible wire sizes without violating the process design rules.
This range is divided into a discrete set of values with equal step sizes and represented as
the set of scalable wire sizes for the corresponding wires. The scalable gate sizes for each
gate are chosen such that its replacement in the design do not result in rerouting. The
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maximum scalable gate size depends on two factors: (i) available free space surrounding
the gate in the design, and (ii) drive strengths available for a gate type in the standard
cell library. For a gate at specific location in the design, all the gate sizes supported by
the standard cell library cannot be used as its scalable sizes. Some of the gate sizes cannot
be fitted within the available free space without disturbing the routed nets surrounding it.
Hence, the number of scalable sizes available for each gate is always less than or equal to
the number of drive strengths available in the standard cell library. The collection of the
scalable wire sizes of the three wires and the scalable gate sizes of the six gates are modeled
as the strategy set of each player. If a designer wants to give weight to a particular design
parameter (say crosstalk noise), then the strategy set can be pruned to have scalable sizes
which are favorable to that parameter. The payoffs for two player are calculated by using
the Equations 2.3 and 2.7 respectively, according to the actions chosen by the players.
Algorithm 6.3. Algorithm for Nash Equilibrium Solution
Input: Number of players N , Payoff matrix P
Output: Nash solution
for all players i do
for all payoffs of player i do
find s∗i such that,
Pi(s
∗
1, . . . , s
∗
i , . . . , s
∗
N ) ≥ Pi(s∗1, . . . , si, . . . , s∗N )
s∗i is the Nash strategy for player i
end for
end for
Nash-solution S∗ = {s∗1, . . . , s∗N}
% set of optimized strategies for all N players
return: Nash solution S∗
The Nash equilibrium is evaluated for the chosen net, i, and the game is played out.
The six gates and three wires participated in the played game are flagged as “sized” and
their sizes are set equal to the calculated Nash sizes. The nets i, a1 and a2 are tagged
as played and are removed from the sorted list of ordered nets. A new net located at
the head of the sorted list is selected to play the next game. The six gates and three
wires corresponding to the selected net are identified to participate in the newly formed
2-player game. The scalable sizes of the gates which are marked as sized are assigned to
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a singleton consisting of only its calculated Nash width. The scalable sizes for unmarked
elements in the set of strategy determiners are identified as described above and the Nash
equilibrium of the game is evaluated. This process of creating and playing the sequential
games is repeated until the sorted list of wires is empty. It can be noted that three wires
are removed from the sorted list for every game played and hence, the total number of
games played is equal to Nwires/3, where Nwires is the total number of wires in the design.
The Algorithm 6.1. shows the pseudo-code of the integrated gate and wire sizing algorithm
developed in this work.
6.3.2 Approach 2: Gates Ordered Based on Delay Criticality
The ordering of nets in the sorted list dictates the order in which the gates are considered
for their size optimization. In section 6.3.1, the interconnect wires are sorted in a list based
on the noise criticality of the nets. Hence, the approach outlined in section 6.3.1, yields
slightly better optimization of crosstalk noise than interconnect delay, while simultaneously
optimizing both delay and noise. In this section, we investigate a strategy wherein delay
is considered as higher criticality than noise, while simultaneously optimizing delay and
noise. It is interesting to note that both methods yield significantly better optimization
of both delay and noise compared to other methods. The designer can choose either of
the strategies based on the need. The difference between the two strategies is the way in
which the sorted list is created. After the design is placed and routed, the path delays of
all the paths in the design are estimated, and are sorted into a list based on their delay
criticality. The most delay critical path is chosen to create games for the gate and wire size
optimization. The games are created for each net in the chosen path in the order from its
primary output to primary inputs. As an example for illustration, consider the chosen path
to consist of four gates: A,B,C and D, in successive transition connected with nets: 1, 2
and 3, respectively. The gate A is driven by primary inputs and gate D drives a primary
output. In order to consider the down-stream load capacitance, the net 3 connecting gates
C and D should be optimized before the nets 1 and 2. Thus, the games are played in the
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order of net 3 followed by net 2 followed by net 1. The game formulated for each net is a
two player game with the interconnect delay and crosstalk noise as players. The two most
aggressor nets and the corresponding strategy values are identified as indicated in section
6.3.1. After the games are played for all the nets of the chosen critical path in its direction
of primary output to primary inputs, the next critical path in the sorted list is selected to
play the games. This process of creating games is repeated until the sorted list is empty.
6.4 Time and Space Complexity
The worst case time complexity of evaluating Nash equilibrium for a general M-player
game with S strategies for each player is given as O(M ∗ SM ) [52]. Referring to Section
6.3.1, we have modeled the problem of gate and wire sizing for simultaneous interconnect
delay and crosstalk noise reduction as a game with two players. For each gate type, the
number of different drive strengths available for it in the standard cell library act as its
maximum possible gate sizes. We have used a standard cell library containing gates with
four different drive strengths, build on TSMC 180nm design rules. We have divided the
available space between wires such that the wires involved in the game has a maximum of
five different possible wire sizes. The actual scalable sizes for each gate and wire depends on
its location and the free space surrounding it in the design. Hence, the number of scalable
sizes available for each gate and wire is always less than or equal its maximum possible
sizes. Each game involves six gates and three wires. Hence, the number of strategies for
each player is given by Sp ≤ (6 ∗ 4 + 3 ∗ 5). Thus, the worst case complexity of calculating
the Nash equilibrium for a single game played is given by O(2 ∗S2p). The games are played
repeatedly until the sorted list is empty. Initially, the sorted list consists of all the wires
of the design. After a game is played, three wires are tagged as “sized” and removed the
list. Hence, the total number of games played is given by Nwires/3. Thus, the overall worst
case time complexity of the proposed integrated algorithm can be given mathematically as
O
(
Nwires
3
∗ 2 ∗ S2p
)
+O (Ngates) ≈ O (Nwires) +O (Ngates)
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whereNwires is the total number of wires andNgates is the total number of gates in the given
design. It can be noticed that the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is linear and
is proportional to the total number of gates and wires of the design. The space complexity
of the proposed algorithm is dependent entirely on the number of wires in the design and
the space complexity of payoff matrix. The space complexity of a payoff matrix depends
on the number of strategies for each player playing the game. As the games are played
sequentially, the total space required by all the games is equal to the space complexity of
a game involving players with maximum number of strategies. Mathematically, the space
complexity required by all the payoff matrices is given as O(6 ∗ 4+3 ∗ 5). Hence, the space
complexity of the proposed algorithm is given as
O (Nwires + 6 ∗ 4 + 3 ∗ 5) ≈ O (Nwires)
6.5 Proof of Existence of Nash Equilibrium for the Proposed Integrated Gate
and Wire Sizing Formulation
In this section, we provide the proof of existence of Nash equilibrium in the case of gate
and wire sizing problem for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise. As the gate and wire sizes increases, the interconnect delay of the net decreases and
the coupling capacitance increases resulting in a convex payoff function. In this work, we
have modeled the interconnect delay and crosstalk noise of the chosen net as the players
of the game. Let G = {S1, . . . , Sn; f1, . . . , fn} be a game with each player i ∈ N having
a strategy set Si containing the scalable gate and wire sizes, and its payoff given by fi.
We have modeled the strategy set Si for each player as a non-empty, compact set of
a finite dimensional Euclidean space. Because of the convex nature of the interconnect
delay and crosstalk noise, the modeled payoff function fi becomes upper semicontinuous
on S = ΠNi=1Si and for any fixed ui ∈ Si, the function fi(ui, .) is a lower semicontinuous
on S(−i) [16]. For any u ∈ S, the best reply or the expected payoff Bi(u) is also convex.
According to Kakutani’s fixed point theorem [61], the game G has at least one Nash
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equilibrium point if the graph
GB = {(x, y) : x ∈ S, y ∈ B(x)}
is closed. Lets assume that its not closed. Then, ∃(x0, y0) /∈ GB , such that every neigh-
borhood (in S × S) of (x0, y0) contains a point of GB .
∵ x0 is a gate or wire size, it has to be one of those from the set of possible gate and wire
sizes for the given player in order to satisfy the DRC rules of the used process technology.
∴ x0 ∈ S ⇒ y0 /∈ B(x0)
In other words, for at least one player playing the game (say crosstalk noise), there is
an y11 ∈ S1 such that
f1(y
1
1 , x
0
2, . . . x
0
n) ≥ f1(y01, x02, . . . x0n) (6.1)
Let F be a function such that F : S2 → < and given as
F (x, y) = f1(y
1
1 , x2, . . . xn)− f1(y1, x2, . . . xn)
Since fi is upper semicontinuous on S and fi(ui, .) is lower semicontinuous on S−i, F is
lower semicontinuous and C = {(x, y) ∈ S2 : F (x, y) ≤ 0} is closed. Hence, for any
(x¯, y¯) ∈ GB , F (x¯, y¯) ≤ 0. But, by Equation 6.1, F (x0, y0) ≥ 0, contradicting the closedness
of C. Thus, there is a point s∗ ∈ S such that s∗ ∈ B(s∗), which is a Nash equilibrium point.
6.6 Design Flow
The design flow for obtaining an optimally gate and wire sized circuit from a ver-
ilog/VHDL description is shown in Figure 6.1.. The behavioral verilog/VHDL description
is synthesized on to a library of standard cells and given as input to the design flow. The
standard cells are placed and routed in coherence with the synthesized code using any
standard cell place and route tool. We have used the First Encounter
 
RTL-to-GDSII
tool from Cadence

Design Systems to perform the placement and routing of gate-level
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Figure 6.1. Integration of Proposed Gate and Wire Sizing Algorithm in the Design Flow
RTL design. The parasitics from the routed design are exported in SPEF format with
the help of StarRCXT from Synopsys Inc. A lex and yacc script is developed to read the
SPEF netlist and extract the values of interconnect resistance, capacitance, inductance,
along with their set of aggressor gates for all the nets of the design. Also, a gawk script
is written to extracts the information about the length of overlaps between two given nets
along with their distance of separation from the DEF netlist. The payoff function is used
by the proposed integrated size solver described in Algorithm 6.1. to minimize the inter-
connect delay and crosstalk noise of individual nets in the order of their noise criticality
or delay criticality. The optimized gate and wire sizes resulted from our solver are used to
update the routed design. We have developed another gawk script which scales the gates
and wires in the original DEF routed design according to their calculated optimized sizes.
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It should be noted here that the resulting optimized design does not require rerouting since
the possible gate and wire sizes drafted are within its limits to satisfy the design rules of
the used process technology.
6.7 Experimental Results
The game theoretic gate and wire size solver described in Algorithm 6.1. was imple-
mented in C and executed on a UltraSPARC-IIe 650MHz, 512MB Sun Blade 150 system
running Solaris 2.8 on it. The ASIC designs on which we tested our algorithm were ob-
tained from Opencores [62]. A standard cell library containing 10 logic cells with 4 different
drive strengths based on a 6-Metal layer, 180nm technology has been developed and used.
ASIC designs are mapped to the standard cells using BuildGates, an RTL synthesis tool
of Cadence design systems. We have modified the designs such that the blocks are flat-
tened to standard cells without maintaining the hierarchy. The on-chip memory modules
are realized as register arrays with D-flipflop as basic building units. The structural de-
sign is inputed to Cadence First Encounter to perform the placement and routing. The
information needed for the game theoretic solver is extracted from DEF and SPEF files
using a lex and yacc script. The calculated gate and wire sizes from the game theoretic
solver is used to update the original DEF file in order to generate an optimized DEF file.
It can be noted that the optimized DEF file is created with the help of gawk script and
verified for the DRC rules. The design is not rerouted to generate the optimized DEF file.
The interconnect delay and crosstalk noise are estimated using Cadence Signalstorm and
CelticIC respectively with their robust models, and not using the analytical models used
during optimization.
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Table 6.1. Average Savings for Simultaneous Optimization of Interconnect Delay and Crosstalk Noise During Integrated Gate
and Wire Sizing ∗
Open
Core
De-
sign
[62]
Total
Gates
Total
Nets
WS-GT 1 GS-GT 2 Integrated-SA 3 Integrated-GT-NC 4 Integrated GT-DC 5
Run
Time
(mins)
% Average Run
Time
(mins)
% Average Run
Time
(mins)
% Average Run
Time
(mins)
% Average Run
Time
(mins)
% Average
Savings Savings Savings Savings Savings
Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise
Mult 428 854 1.89 9.87 12.13 1.13 4.18 5.34 21.07 7.48 4.91 4.05 14.80 18.02 3.79 16.76 14.51
PCI 7882 19520 5.23 19.32 21.42 4.29 10.39 16.49 64.91 14.20 15.82 8.13 26.71 31.95 8.36 34.12 28.59
ATA 21781 43563 11.86 29.87 20.14 10.49 20.31 23.91 192.53 26.91 19.25 13.92 38.91 36.12 14.33 43.57 35.18
RISC 34172 61468 16.86 25.22 22.31 13.31 15.28 14.05 260.16 23.97 16.01 18.34 30.04 29.56 17.58 34.68 26.91
AVRµP 41274 78770 21.32 22.45 31.34 15.79 21.41 22.96 428.91 19.78 25.83 24.87 29.74 42.67 25.84 35.16 36.78
P16C55 52128 102021 28.98 19.86 43.29 19.98 16.96 21.91 514.04 14.19 34.89 32.19 24.07 44.26 31.92 27.48 43.02
T80µC 69973 157850 39.48 23.78 33.12 27.67 19.86 25.24 774.38 20.23 29.37 43.16 28.38 35.49 45.27 31.83 31.97
Average 18.11 20.87 27.52 34.03 31.94 30.99
∗ No area overhead incurred for any of the approaches. The percentage values indicated are w.r.t placed and routed design without
gate and wire sizing.
1 WS-GT: Game theoretic wire sizing approach for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise
2 GS-GT: Game theoretic gate sizing approach for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise
3 Integrated-SA: Integrated simulated annealing gate and wire sizing approach for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise
4 Integrated-GT-NC: Integrated game theoretic gate and wire sizing approach for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise with nets ordered based on noise criticality
5 Integrated-GT-DC: Integrated game theoretic gate and wire sizing approach for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise with gates ordered based on delay criticality
Table Legend: Avg: Average savings of all the nets in the entire design; Crit: Savings on the critical net of the design; Runtime:
running time of each algorithm.
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Table 6.2. Critical Path Savings for Simultaneous Optimization of Interconnect Delay and Crosstalk Noise During Integrated
Gate and Wire Sizing
Open
Core
De-
sign
[62]
Total
Gates
Total
Nets
WS-GT GS-GT Integrated-SA Integrated-GT-NC Integrated GT-DC
Run
Time
(mins)
% Crit. Path Run
Time
(mins)
% Crit. Path Run
Time
(mins)
% Crit. Path Run
Time
(mins)
% Crit. Path Run
Time
(mins)
% Crit. Path
Savings Savings Savings Savings Savings
Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise Delay Noise
Mult 428 854 1.89 11.79 17.23 1.13 5.59 7.86 21.07 8.56 9.16 4.05 17.19 17.99 3.79 20.11 15.27
PCI 7882 19520 5.23 34.21 37.38 4.29 17.11 25.29 64.91 19.96 20.63 8.13 40.03 45.08 8.36 41.64 39.35
ATA 21781 43563 11.86 39.95 42.15 10.49 24.78 27.12 192.53 23.18 20.37 13.92 41.61 41.16 14.33 48.49 38.92
RISC 34172 61468 16.86 35.21 29.73 13.31 21.16 19.96 260.16 42.16 22.07 18.34 47.94 37.41 17.58 51.42 32.13
AVRµP 41274 78770 21.32 37.63 40.31 15.79 27.19 28.95 428.91 28.92 36.10 24.87 39.82 53.58 25.84 43.51 40.10
P16C55 52128 102021 28.98 27.45 57.98 19.98 21.54 23.16 514.04 21.61 35.92 32.19 26.88 57.74 31.92 29.15 53.58
T80µC 69973 157850 39.48 34.87 39.89 27.67 24.21 28.92 774.38 22.84 34.57 43.16 37.33 44.23 45.27 43.08 39.76
Average 23.89 25.55 35.83 42.46 39.63 37.02
The notations used in this table are same as in Table 6.1.. Crit. Path Savings: Savings on the critical net of the design
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The works reported in literature solve the problem of gate and wire sizing for crosstalk
noise optimization under delay constraints. In this work, we have solved the problem of
integrated gate and wire sizing for simultaneous optimization of crosstalk noise and inter-
connect delay. Hence, to compare our results, we have implemented simulated annealing
for simultaneous optimization of crosstalk noise and interconnect delay, and executed it on
same Solaris machine with same set of inputs and parameters. The implemented simulated
annealing algorithm is experimented to obtain the best results in terms of optimization of
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise. The set of possible gate and wire sizes are calculated
as indicated in Section 6.3.1. In each move of simulated annealing process, a gate or a wire
is randomly selected and its size is randomly assigned from the set of its possible sizes.
The cost function is defined as the geometric mean of interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise summed over all the nets. The initial temperature of simulated annealing process is
determined by finding the average change in the cost for a set of random moves from the
starting configuration and selecting the temperature which leads to an accept probability
of 0.95. The number of moves per temperature for each design is set to 20 times the total
number of nets and gates in the design. This is done so as to allow at least 10 to 15 moves
on an average for each gate or net before settling for its solution. The up-hill moves are
accepted with a probability of e−
δC
T , where δC is the change in the cost and T is the current
temperature of the iteration. The temperature is cooled at the rate of 0.95.
The experiments were conducted such that the area overhead is zero in both simulated
annealing and game theoretic approaches. Referring to Tables 6.1. and 6.2., simulated
annealing shows an average improvements of 18.11% and 20.87% in terms of interconnect
delay and crosstalk noise respectively. When the games are ordered according to the noise
criticality of the nets, game theoretic approach shows an average improvements of 27.52%
and 34.03% in terms of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise respectively. Whereas, when
the games are ordered according to the delay criticality of the paths, game theoretic ap-
proach shows an average improvements of 31.94% and 30.99% in terms of interconnect delay
and crosstalk noise respectively. Hence, games ordered according to noise criticality results
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in better noise optimization, while games ordered according to delay criticality results in
better delay optimization. Thus, the designer can choose either of the proposed strategies
based on the need of the design. Game theoretic integrated size solver based on both noise
and delay critical strategies, in addition to outperforming simulating annealing in terms of
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise savings, has significantly smaller runtimes. Hence,
our approach is scalable and can handle the complexity of large SOC designs.
Table 6.3. Crosstalk Noise Optimization Under Delay Constraints During Integrated Gate
and Wire Sizing
Open
Core
Design
[62]
Number of Noise Violations
Noise Threshold = 0.15Vdd
Lagrangian [31] Game [This Work]
Mult 7 5
PCI 18 7
ATA 63 16
RISC 121 33
AVRµP 167 47
P16C55 µC 204 58
T80µC 257 71
To enable a direct comparison of our work with one of the recent works developed in
[31], we have modified our game theoretic approach to minimize the crosstalk noise under
delay constraints. The work developed in [31] is a Lagrangian relaxation based gate sizing
approach for reducing the crosstalk noise under the delay constraints. We have extended
the Lagrangian gate sizing approach reported in [31] based on the work of [24], which
is also Lagrangian based, in order to include the wire sizing along with gate sizing. For
both game theoretic and Lagrangian relaxation approaches, we have used the delay values
obtained from simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and crosstalk noise as the
set of delay constraints, so as to ensure a tighter constraint set for both approaches. The
Lagrangian relaxation problem for post-layout crosstalk noise optimization is solved using
LANCELOT [66]. In game theoretic approach, the strategies which do not satisfy the delay
constraints are pruned out from their respective strategy sets. The game is played with the
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three nets, namely, the chosen critical net and its two most aggressor nets, as the players
of the game. The payoff function is determined by the crosstalk noise induced on the
chosen net. Table 6.3. shows the comparison of game theoretic and Lagrangian relaxation
based approaches indicated in terms of number of noise violations for each design. Noise
violations are expressed as the number of nets which have an induced noise exceeding a
threshold noise set to 0.15Vdd. It can seen that our approach results in significantly less
number of faults when compared to the Lagrangian relaxation.
6.8 Conclusions
Game theory allows the simultaneous optimization of multiple metrics in the context
of conflicting objectives leading to a convex objective function in the problem formulation.
This essentially makes it possible to use game theory for simultaneous optimization of in-
terconnect delay and crosstalk noise. Optimizing both interconnect delay and crosstalk
noise is extremely critical in deep submicron and nano regime circuits. We have devel-
oped an integrated framework for performing both gate and wire sizing simultaneously on
any given design. The developed integrated framework performs significantly better than
sequential application of gate sizing followed by wire sizing. Also, the proposed method
results in a linear time algorithm with significantly better results than simulated annealing
and Lagrangian relaxation, making this work an important contribution.
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CHAPTER 7
STATISTICAL GATE SIZING UNDER PROCESS VARIATIONS
In this chapter, we develop a new post-layout gate sizing algorithm for simultaneous
reduction of delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise under the impact of process variations.
The problem of post-layout statistical gate sizing is modeled as a 2-player stochastic game
and solved using Nash equilibrium theory. The delay uncertainty induced on a net depends
on the size of its driver and receiver. The crosstalk noise induced on a net depends on the
size of its driver and the sizes of the gates driving its coupled nets. Increasing the size of
a gate will affect the sizes of other related gates and result in a conflicting situation, thus,
making the gate sizing a challenging problem. In addition, due to process variations, the
gate sizes are no longer deterministic, but rather behave as a probabilistic distribution over
a range. Stochastic games allow the modeling of probabilistic distribution of gate size space
and also effectively capture the conflicting nature of the problem. We have implemented
two different strategies in which the games are ordered according to (i) the noise criticality,
and (ii) the delay criticality of nets.
In Chapter 5, we had solved the gate sizing problem for simultaneous optimization of
interconnect delay and crosstalk noise using four-player games, without considering process
variations. The developed algorithm is shown to be significantly better than non-linear
optimization using Lagrangian multipliers, simulated annealing and genetic search, in terms
of optimization and runtimes. In this chapter, we have formulated the gate sizing problem
as a two-player stochastic game for simultaneous minimization of delay uncertainty and
crosstalk noise under the impact of process variations. We have also considered the spatial
correlations due to process variations. The modeling of games in this work is completely
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different from that given in Chapter 5. Here, we have modeled the delay uncertainty and
crosstalk noise as the players of the 2-player stochastic game.
7.1 Problem Definition
The problem of post-layout gate sizing under process variations can be defined as
follows: find the optimal gate sizes under the impact of process variations such that the
delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise of the overall circuit is minimized under the given area
constraints and without the need for rerouting any of the nets in the design. The coupling
capacitance of a net depends on its wire size, the length of overlap and the spacing between
adjacent nets. This information can be efficiently extracted at post-routing phase. The
coupling noise induced on a net depends on the size of its driver, receiver and aggressor
gates. Also, the delay uncertainty is a function of the gate sizes, and the input and load
capacitances. Equations 2.6 and 2.7 emphasize that the gate sizes directly control the
delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise in terms of the driver resistances, gate and coupling
capacitances. Hence, calculating the optimal gate sizes can effectively reduce the crosstalk
noise and delay uncertainty in deep submicron designs. The deterministic method optimizes
only the critical and the near critical nets of the design and does not improve the non-
critical paths. Due to the intra-die variability, non-critical paths become critical causing
the statistical circuit delay and noise to deteriorate [67]. Hence, we have considered all
the nets of the design for minimization of their delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise using
a stochastic framework. Gate sizing can be performed at post-route level by utilizing the
existing fill-space. In this work, we incrementally scale the gate sizes to utilize the available
fill-space such that the routed resources in adjacent regions are not disturbed. Hence, our
approach will neither result in area overhead nor need re-routing of the design.
7.2 Motivation for Statistical Gate Sizing Problem
Traditionally, in VLSI design, a single parameter is optimized assuming other parame-
ters as constraints. In deep submicron and nanometer circuits, the simultaneous optimiza-
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tion of power, delay and crosstalk noise is becoming important. Further, the optimization
methods need to take into account the impact of process variations arising from the fabrica-
tion process. The optimization in a multi-metric and conflicting environments is a difficult
problem since the normal definition of an optimal value no longer applies and valid. For
example, an optimal gate size for one metric may not be optimal for another metric. The
optimal policy at any given instance depends on the polices for other metrics keeping the
best interest of the entire system in view. While most optimization methods such as ILP,
simulated annealing, and force directed methods lend themselves well for single metric
optimization, these methods are inadequate for multi-metric optimization. Thus, there is
a need for new methods and algorithms to be developed which applies the multi-agent
optimization theories to the problems of VLSI CAD. The consideration of process varia-
tions during the design optimization requires probabilistic analysis due to the uncertainty
element introduced by process variations. Most of the previous works reported in literature
employs a deterministic framework to perform gate sizing by using either statistical static
timing analysis or by developing a statistical gate delay model (please refer to Table 2.1.).
In [68], it is pointed out that a stochastic framework is needed to analyze the systems with
statistical parameters since the system itself is an outcome of a stochastic process. This
motivates us to develop a stochastic framework for multi-metric optimization in order to
perform gate sizing under the impact of process variations.
The fundamental basis and structure of game theory and stochastic games allows the
formulation of optimization problems in which multiple inter-related cost metrics compete
against one another for their simultaneous optimization. Further, stochastic games inher-
ently captures the nondeterministic behavior of the system parameters. Game theoretic
reasoning takes into account the attempts made by the multiple agents towards the opti-
mization of their objectives for every decision. Each agent or a player’s decision is based
on the decision of every other player in the game and hence it is possible for each player to
optimize his gain with respect to the others’ gains in the game. In terms of game theory, a
solution is said to reach its global value for the given conditions when it reaches its equi-
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librium. Stochastic games are played in stages, where the payoff values for each player and
the state transition from one stage to another are controlled by a stochastic function. This
enables the designer to efficiently capture the uncertainty due to process variations with
the help of stochastic function and control the optimization at each stage of the game using
its probability distribution. Thus, game theory ideally suits for multi-metric optimization
with conflicting objectives and the stochastic function of the stochastic games can be used
to model the uncertainty in design parameters due to process variations. Further, if the
payoff function is convex, i.e., the parameters being optimized correspond to conflicting
objectives (such as delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise in this work), game theoretic
optimization, in fact, performs significantly better [18].
7.3 Proposed Statistical Gate Sizing
In this section, we present the stochastic game theoretic methodology for minimizing
the delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise. Again, we have developed two different strategies
based on the ordering of the games. The two orderings are based on the noise criticality
or the delay criticality of the gates and each strategy is discussed in detail below.
7.3.1 Approach 1: Gates Ordered Based on Noise Criticality
In this work, we perform the optimization task after the design is placed and routed.
The interconnect resistance, capacitance, inductance, and coupling capacitances along with
their aggressor drivers are extracted for each net from the SPEF netlist of the routed
design. The length of interconnect wires and the length of overlap of each net with its set
of aggressor nets and their spacing are extracted from the routed design exported in DEF
format. A multi-terminal net is assumed as different nets with same driver and different
receivers. The gates of the design are ordered in accordance to the noise criticality of its
driven nets. The use of a statistical static timing and crosstalk noise analyzer to estimate
and identify the noise critical nets is time consuming. In addition, statistical static analysis
makes assumptions of normal distributions for the signal arrival time and the slope, and
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approximates the resultant of two or more normal distributions as normal distribution,
thereby, leading to inaccurate analysis [37]. Hence, in this work, we propose a heuristic to
rank the nets relative to each other to indicate whether a net is more noise critical than other
nets or vice versa, rather than estimating the noise on each net. The coupling capacitance
between two nets is proportional to the length of overlap and inversely proportional to the
square of their spacing [57]. Hence, we define the rank for each net as
Rankofanet =
∑
∀aggressors
(Length of overlap)
(Spacing)2
.
The nets are sorted and arranged in a list according to their rank. The most critical
net will form the head of the list and the least critical net will form the tail. The gates
influencing the critical noise nets are considered first for their optimization. For any given
net, there can be many potential aggressor nets. It is indicated in [10] that it is virtually
not possible to consider all the aggressor gates in the coupled set of a net. In our work,
we have used crosstalk noise models which considers the effects of two aggressor nets on
the victim net. The first two aggressor nets which contribute to the major fraction of
the rank of given net are marked as its most affecting aggressor nets, and are used while
sizing the victim net. The limitation to two aggressor nets is not due to the modeling
used in this work, but due to the crosstalk noise models used. The crosstalk noise models
have to replaced with a more accurate higher order models in order to consider three or
above aggressor nets while sizing any victim net. For each gate in the design, we have
chosen its gate sizes such that their replacement in the design does not result in re-routing.
The set of various possible gate sizes with which it can be scaled without violating DRC
rules are stored as its scalable size set. The maximum gate size with which a gate can be
sized depends on (i) the available gate sizes for its gate type in the standard cell library
and (ii) the existing free-space around the given gate in the design. The existing free-
space is partitioned among the gates such that it can be replaced without disturbing the
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Algorithm 7.1. Post-Route Gate Sizing Algorithm for Simultaneous Optimization of Delay
Uncertainty and Crosstalk Noise under Process Variations
Input: Placed and routed design
Output: Optimized gate sizes
- extract the net parasitics from SPEF file
for all gates do
determine aggressors();
% extract aggressor gates from SPEF file
- mark the gate as un-played
end for
for all nets do
- extract the overlapping lengths and spacing between the adjacent nets from DEF file
calculate scores();
sort scores();
end for
while there exists an unsized gate do
- select an un-played noise critical net i from the sorted list
- identify two main aggressor gates for net i in the order of their coupling effects
- create a 2-player game for delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise
- the participating elements for determining strategy set of the two players are the
driver, the receiver, and the two main aggressor gates of net i
for gate gk among the four identified gates do
if gk is marked as sized then
scalable size set of gk ← calculated best gate size;
else
scalable size set of gk ← determine strategies();
end if
end for
- represent the scalable size set of four gates as the strategy set of both players, rep-
resented as (s)
Nash sizes ← Sparse Game(s, T );
% for Sparse game algorithm, please refer to Algorithm 7.2.
- mark these four gates as sized
- mark the net i as played
end while
return: optimized Nash sizes of gates
neighboring routes and satisfies DRC rules. The minimum gate size for each gate is chosen
as the size of minimum strength gate available in the standard cell library for its gate type.
A two-player nonzero-sum stochastic game is formed for the most critical net available
at the head of the sorted list. The delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise act as the two
players of the game. The driver, the receiver and the two most affecting aggressor gates of
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the selected noise critical net are identified to participate in the game. The scalable size set
of these four gates put together form the strategy sets of the two players. If a gate is marked
as sized, its scalable size is a singleton containing its best size calculated from previously
played-out stochastic game. The stochastic game is played in stages, with each stage
represented as a one-shot normal form game. We have used finite-horizon undiscounted
stochastic games in our modeling since these games stop after a fixed number (T ) of stages.
At each stage, the players choose an strategy (gate sizes for the four participating gates)
which is more beneficial to him.
Due to the process variations, the gate sizes are no longer deterministic quantities, but
behave as random variables around their nominal values. As predicted in [4], we have
used a variation of 25% around the nominal value in gate sizes due to process variations.
This variation in the gate size for a gate gk is captured using a probability distribution
P (gk). The proposed gate sizing methodology does not make any assumptions about the
distribution of parameter variations. The widely used parameter distributions are Gaussian
or Normal and Log-Normal distributions. The strategy of a player is a vector containing a
size assignment to each of the four gates participating in the game. For example, if scalable
size set of g1 = {g11, g12, g13}; g2 = {g21, g22}; g3 = {g31, g32}; g4 = {g41, g42, g43, g44}, then
a possible strategy for a player can be s′ = {g11, g21, g31, g41}, another possible strategy
s′′ = {g12, g21, g32, g44} and so on. Hence, there will be a large set of strategies for each
player, resulting in a large state space. The “sparse sampling algorithm” developed by
Kearns et al [69] is modified to solve the formulated 2-player stochastic game (please refer
to Algorithm 7.2.). The modifications are made in order to consider the spatial correlations
due to process variations and to include delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise as the players.
The interesting aspect of this algorithm is that its time complexity is independent of the
size of the state space, thereby making our methodology tractable in spite of having a large
state space. The algorithm is a recursive algorithm which takes any state s and time T
as the inputs. It assumes access to an arbitrary fixed Nash selection function f , generates
immediate payoff matrices Mk[s], and samples the probability distribution P (gk). We have
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Algorithm 7.2. Sparse Game Algorithm for Computing Approximate Nash Equilibrium in
Stochastic Games
Function Name: Sparse Game(s, T )
Input: Strategy set of both players, Number of steps T
Output: Nash equilibrium policy: (α, β)
if T = 0 then
M1[s]← calculate crosstalk noise using Equation 2.7
M2[s]← calculate delay uncertainty using Equation 2.6
% s represents the set containing the nominal gate size values
α← f1(M1[s],M2[s])
β ← f2(M1[s],M2[s])
% f1, f2 are arbitrary Nash selection functions
for k ∈ {1, 2} do
Qk ←Mk[s](α, β)
end for
return: (α, β,Q1, Q2)
end if
for all strategy pair (i, j) ∈ s do
- select a gate gk at random
- select m random samples s′1, . . . , s
′
m from P (.|gk, i, j)
%P (gk) represents the probability distribution of the gate
sizes around its nominal values due to process variations.
for l = 1, . . . ,m do
- transit the gate sizes of remaining three gates in the sample sl according to the
spatial correlations in gate size variations
(α′, β′, Q1[s
′
l, T − 1], Q2[s′l, T − 1]) ← Sparse Game(s′l, T − 1);
end for
for k ∈ {1, 2} do
Qk[s, T ](i, j) ←Mk[s] + (1/m)
∑m
l=1Qk[s
′
l, T − 1]
end for
end for
α← f1(Q1[s, T ], Q2[s, T ])
β ← f2(Q1[s, T ], Q2[s, T ])
for k ∈ {1, 2} do
Qk ← Qk[s, T ](α, β)
end for
return: (α, β,Q1, Q2)
used the Nash selection function as to return the minimum payoff for the player under the
given strategy of the other player.
The spatial correlations in gate sizes due to process variations are modeled exactly as
given in [37]. The gate sizes of devices located in same grid are assigned perfect correlations,
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gate sizes in neighboring grids are assigned high correlations and zero correlations are
assigned between other gates. At each stage of the stochastic game, m samples are taken
from the probability distribution of gate size space P (gk) of a randomly selected gate gk.
The gate sizes for the remaining gates of the m selected samples are scaled according to
their spatial correlation with respect to gate gk. The payoff matrices are updated according
to the selected m samples and hence, the game moves to the next stage depending on the
probability distribution of the process variations. It has been proved in [69] that the
number of samples m required at each stage for obtaining a near-Nash solution is given by
m > (T 3/2) log(T/)+T log(n/), where  > 0 and n is the number of strategies available
to both players at any stage.
In our work, we have used T as 10 and m as given by the above inequality. The game
makes transitions to new stages until T steps are reached. This is the stopping criterion
for the two player nonzero-sum stochastic game. The time complexity of finding the Nash
equilibrium given in Algorithm 7.2. is proportional tomT , due to the recursion for T stages.
After the 2-player stochastic game is played out, the involved four gates are marked as sized
and the selected noise critical net is removed from the sorted list. The next noise critical
net available at the head of the sorted list is selected to create a new 2-player stochastic
game as illustrated above and the game is played out. This process of formation of 2-player
stochastic games continues until all the gates of the design are marked as sized. Algorithm
7.1. represents the pseudo-code of the proposed gate sizing algorithm for simultaneous
optimization of delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise under process variations.
7.3.2 Approach 2: Gates Ordered Based on Delay Criticality
The ordering of nets in the sorted list dictates the order in which the gates are con-
sidered for their size optimization. In section 7.3.1, the interconnect wires are sorted in
a list based on the noise criticality of the nets. Hence, the approach outlined in section
7.3.1, yields slightly better optimization of crosstalk noise than for delay uncertainty, while
simultaneously optimizing both delay and noise. In this section, we investigate a strategy,
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wherein, delay is considered as of higher criticality than noise, while simultaneously opti-
mizing delay and noise. It is interesting to note that both methods yield significantly better
optimization of delay and noise compared to other methods. The designer can choose ei-
ther of the strategies based on the need. The difference between the two strategies is the
way in which the sorted list is created. After the design is placed and routed, the path
delays of all the paths in the design are estimated, and are sorted into a list based on
their delay criticality. The most critical path in terms of delay is chosen to create games
for gate size optimization. The games are created for each net in the chosen path in the
order from its primary output to primary inputs. As an example for illustration, consider
the chosen path to consist of four gates: A,B,C and D, in successive transition connected
with nets: 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The gate A is driven by primary inputs and gate D
drives a primary output. In order to consider the down-stream load capacitance, the net 3
connecting gates C and D should be optimized before the nets 1 and 2. Thus, the games
are played in the order of net 3 followed by net 2 followed by net 1. The game formulated
for each net involves its driver, receiver and its two most aggressor gates. The two most
aggressor gates for the net and its strategies are identified as indicated in section 7.3.1.
After the games are played for all the nets of the chosen critical path in its direction of
primary output to primary inputs, the next critical path in the sorted list is selected to
play games. This process of creating games is repeated until the sorted list is empty.
7.4 Experimental Results
The stochastic game theoretic gate size solver (SGGS) described in Algorithm 7.1.
was implemented in C and executed on a UltraSPARC-IIe 650MHz, 512MB Sun Blade 150
system running Solaris 2.8 on it. We have tested our gate sizing approach on several medium
and large IP cores obtained from Opencores [62]. A standard cell library containing 10
logic cells with up to 8 different drive strengths based on a 6-Metal layer, 180nm technology
has been developed and used. ASIC designs, written in behavioral VHDL/Verilog are
converted to structural VHDL/Verilog using the standard cells in the library with the help
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of BuildGates, an RTL synthesis tool of Cadence design systems. We have modified the
ASIC designs such that all the blocks in the design are flattened to standard cells in the
library without maintaining the hierarchy. The on-chip memory modules are realized as
D-flipflop register arrays. The structural VHDL/Verilog design is used as input by Cadence
First Encounter to develop the floorplan. We have set the option of row utilization to 70%
for all the designs so as to allow gate size scaling. The design is then placed and routed
using Amoebaplace and Nanoroute respectively, which are part of Cadence First Encounter
tool. The final placed and routed design is then exported in DEF format.
The parasitic information from the routed design is extracted in SPEF format using
Synopsys StarRCXT. The interconnect resistance, interconnect capacitance, interconnect
inductance, coupling capacitances along with their aggressor drivers are extracted from the
SPEF file and is given as input to our SGGS. The length of overlap with the aggressor
nets and their spacing is extracted from the DEF file and is also given as input. The
calculated gate size for each gate is used to update the original DEF file to generate an
optimized DEF file. It can be noted that the optimized DEF file is created with the help
of gawk script and verified for DRC rules. The design is not re-routed to generate the
optimized DEF file. The delay and crosstalk noise violations are measured using Cadence
First Encounter’s timing closure and CelticIC respectively with their robust models, and
not using the analytical models used during optimization.
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Table 7.1. Comparison of Stochastic Game Theoretic Approach with Deterministic and Geometric Programming Approach
Open
Core
Design
[62]
Total
Gates
Deterministic Approach GP Approach [37] SGT-NC Approach1 SGT-DC Approach2
Run
Time
(mins)
% Yield Run
Time
(mins)
% Yield Run
Time
(mins)
% Yield Run
Time
(mins)
% Yield
Improvement Improvement Improvement Improvement
Timing Noise Timing Noise Timing Noise Timing Noise
PCI 7882 4.29 47.48 39.07 24.37 88.19 - 128.12 95.34 96.92 135.98 98.38 92.76
ATA 21781 10.49 53.94 42.47 73.52 90.41 - 376.04 89.75 94.72 391.68 95.29 91.46
RISC 34172 13.31 32.46 48.32 111.32 84.96 - 504.78 91.35 96.57 487.83 98.06 90.66
AVRµP 41274 15.79 46.18 48.02 135.49 93.36 - 621.29 97.56 98.04 633.15 97.81 95.69
P16C55 52128 19.98 28.95 31.45 171.55 83.59 - 783.10 93.75 97.11 768.85 98.72 95.86
T80µC 69973 27.67 30.27 22.74 278.92 79.21 - 947.54 95.08 98.69 928.61 98.17 96.33
∗ No area overhead for all four approaches. All the approaches are implemented at post layout level
1 SGT-NC Approach: SGGS algorithm with gates ordered based on noise criticality for simultaneous minimization of delay
uncertainty and crosstalk noise
2 SGT-DC Approach: SGGS algorithm with gates ordered based on delay criticality for simultaneous minimization of delay
uncertainty and crosstalk noise
Run Time: running time of each algorithm; Yield: fraction of test instances without timing or noise violations; Timing Violations:
setup and hold time violations; Noise Violations: nets with noise values greater than 0.15Vdd
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In order to introduce the uncertainty due to process variations in benchmark circuits, we
have modeled the probability distribution as the Gaussian G(µ, σ), with µ as the nominal
gate size and 3σ as the 25% of the nominal gate size. We have generated 10,000 random
samples for the gate sizes obtained from different gate sizing approaches using a Gaussian
distribution for the process variations. This creates 10,000 instances of the same design
with different gate sizes around its nominal values obtained by the gate sizing approaches.
The timing yield of a design is measured as the fraction of test instances without set-up
and hold time violations, while noise yield is measured as the fraction of test instances
whose nets have an noise induced of exceeding a threshold value set as to 0.15Vdd.
The existing works [34, 41, 42, 43, 35, 36, 37] on statistical gate sizing in the literature
compare their results with a deterministic approach, but do not provide an comparison with
other statistical gate sizing works. We have compared our results with a deterministic game
theoretic gate sizing proposed in Chapter 5 and geometric programming based statistical
gate sizing proposed in [37]. The gate sizing algorithm given in Chapter 5 is implemented
as is and Gaussian distribution is used to create 10,000 instances of the design with gate
sizes around the resulted nominal values generated by the algorithm. In [37] the authors
have provided a geometric programming approach for tradeoff between area and robustness.
In order to provide a fair comparison, we have implemented the geometric programming
approach as illustrated in [37] for zero area overhead.
The experimental results are presented in Table 7.1.. Columns one and two give the
name of the benchmark and the total number of gates in the design respectively. The
columns three, six, nine and twelve give the run time of deterministic (see Chapter 5), ge-
ometric programming [37], stochastic games with games ordered according to noise (refer
Section 7.3.1) and stochastic games with games ordered according to delay (refer Section
7.3.2) respectively. The columns four, seven, ten and thirteen give the timing yield re-
sults for the four approaches in their respective order, while columns five, eight, eleven
and fourteen give the noise yield results respectively. It can be observed that the SGGS
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approach has better timing and noise yields when compared to geometric programming at
the expense of increased run times.
7.5 Conclusions
Optimizing both delay uncertainty and crosstalk noise is extremely critical in deep
submicron and nano regime circuits. The transition of states and the payoffs to players
in each state of stochastic games are based on the probability distribution, which enables
the designer to capture the variations in process parameters. Hence, the use of stochastic
games essentially makes it possible for multi-agent optimization under the impact of process
variations. The time complexity of finding the Nash equilibrium of each stochastic game
is proportional to mT , where m and T are parameters with spare sampling algorithm
based solution and are not controlled by the circuit size. The values used for m and T
provide a tradeoff between the quality of Nash solution and the run time. The designer can
choose these values logistically which matches to his needs. The proposed stochastic game
theoretic approach achieves better timing and noise yields when compared to deterministic
and geometric programming.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The current trends of device and interconnect scaling in CMOS circuits in continuing
efforts to satisfy Moore’s law have brought to light a numerous complex problems for
both chip designers and manufacturers. With submicron device dimensions and more
than hundred million transistors integrated on a single chip, the on-chip interconnects are
playing a major role in determining the performance, the power consumption, the size
and the reliability of digital systems. Some of the important and complex problems in
deep submicron and nanometer designs are (i) increased interconnect delay due to rising
RC parasitics of on-chip wiring, (ii) crosstalk noise due to increased coupling capacitance
between adjacent wires (iii) increased power dissipation due to interconnects (iv) delay
and noise uncertainty due to process variations. Several attempts have been made by the
researchers to minimize the effects of one of the above concerns on DSM designs with others
as the design constraints. But, it is interesting to note that the above mentioned problems
are in conflict - minimizing the effects of one parameter will drastically deteriorate the
effects of others parameters on the digital system. Hence, simultaneously optimizing two
or more parameters of the digital systems becomes a challenging task. In this dissertation,
the main focus is on simultaneously optimizing multiple parameters so as to collectively
reduce their effects on VLSI circuits. The main contributions are in terms of developing new
methods and algorithms for multi-metric optimization in deep submicron and nanometer
designs.
In this dissertation, we have developed multi-metric optimization framework for per-
forming gate sizing and wire sizing at post layout level. In specific, we have solved the
following problems:
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(i) A wire sizing framework for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise - a two metric optimization framework
(ii) A wire sizing framework for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay, power
and crosstalk noise - a three metric optimization framework
(iii) A gate sizing framework for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay and
crosstalk noise - a two metric optimization framework
(iv) A gate and wire sizing framework for simultaneous optimization of interconnect delay
and crosstalk noise - an integrated framework
(v) A statistical gate sizing framework for simultaneous optimization of delay uncertainty
and crosstalk noise - a stochastic framework
(vi) New interconnect models based on transmission lines
The use of game theory models and Nash equilibrium to solve the post layout inter-
connect problems for simultaneous optimization of multiple parameters is unique to this
dissertation. The development of a stochastic framework using stochastic games to solve
the statistical gate sizing problem under the impact of process variations is novel. Game
theoretic and auction models are previously used for power optimization at behavioral and
logic levels of design abstraction [70]. However, the algorithms developed have an exponen-
tial time complexity. On contrary, in this dissertation, we have developed game theoretic
models and algorithms for post layout multi-metric optimization with linear time and space
complexities. The development of algorithms with linear complexities is another prime and
novel contribution of this dissertation, especially considering todays DSM designs with a
typical transistor count of hundred million or more. The publications resulted from this
dissertation are given in references [71, 72, 73, 74].
Based on the results presented in this dissertation, we are encouraged to develop game
theoretic and stochastic game models for multi-metric optimization framework with the
following future directions:
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(i) The game theoretic models developed in this dissertation can be used to solve the
multi-metric optimization problem using gate sizing at logic level or RTL level.
(ii) Buffer insertion or repeater insertion is another technique which is widely used to
minimize the interconnect effects on long interconnect wires. This technique would
be effective if used at layout level while performing floorplanning or at logic level. A
game theoretic framework can be developed to solve the buffer insertion problem for
multi-metric optimization.
(iii) We have developed a stochastic framework for solving the statistical gate sizing prob-
lem considering the uncertainty in process parameters due to process variations. This
can be extended to solve the statistical buffer insertion problem both during floor-
planning and logic synthesis.
(iv) In Chapter 6, we have developed an integrated framework which can simultaneously
perform both gate and wire sizing. In current DSM designs, there is a prime necessity
for developing such integrated frameworks which can simultaneously apply two or
more design techniques. Hence, a game theoretic framework which is capable of
performing buffer insertion and gate sizing or buffer insertion and wire sizing or all
three together can be a possibility after developing game theoretic algorithms for
buffer insertion.
(v) In this dissertation, we have developed an objective function which can effectively
handle two design parameters. We have also attempted to optimize three design
parameters in Section 3.4. But, the objective function used was inefficient for han-
dling three parameters, as seen from the experimental results. Hence, there is a need
to formulate a new or improve the existing objective function which can effectively
handle three or more design parameters.
(vi) In Chapter 7, the time complexity of the developed stochastic game based gate sizing
algorithm is proportional tomT , wherem and T are constants. But, still this constant
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is exponential. The reason for this exponential constant is due to the use of Sparse
Sampling algorithm to solve the Nash equilibrium of the stochastic games. To improve
the time complexity of the proposed stochastic framework, new algorithms for solving
the Nash equilibrium in 2-player stochastic games have to be developed.
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